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Problem Definition

In this program, we have continued the development of an integrated systems
analysis methodology for analyzing innovation in Air Traffic Management
(ATM).1 This methodology, illustrated in Figure 1, integrates safety analysis,
operational performance analysis, and economic cost/benefit analysis. When new
ATM developments are proposed, this methodology can be used to assess and
balance their overall impact on the system from both economic and safety
perspectives. The complexity of the trade-offs required can only be adequately
addressed by using integrated analytical techniques of this kind.

Figure 1. Integrated Systems Analysis

The methodology we have developed is ideally suited to the kinds of analysis re-
quired by the new national aviation safety initiative, announced by Vice Presi-
dent Gore early in 1997. The goal of this initiative is to increase civil aviation
safety by a factor of five over the next decade. The use of the civil aviation sys-
tem is expected to increase significantly over the next decade, thus technology
applied to increase the economic efficiency of civil aviation must simultaneously
increase safety by an even greater factor. Since investment is required to achieve

                                    
1 The development of this methodology has been the goal of several earlier programs in which

we have participated [19], [20].
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both objectives, a new level of scrutiny will be required from the analytical trade-
off studies that support the decision to apply any new technology.

The proposed implementation of the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)
adjunct to the existing Global Positioning System (GPS) is a prime example of a
new technological application to the ATM system whose true economic value can
only be assessed in the light of the new national aviation safety goals by using the
type of integrated systems analysis methodology we have developed. The primary
goal of WAAS is to increase the number of commercially useful runways
throughout the United States (and the world). If safety were not an issue, WAAS
would only have to prove itself to be an economically favorable alternative to in-
stalling more existing-technology precision approach systems (e.g., Instrument
Landing Systems (ILS)) in order to justify its incorporation into the civil aviation
system. It is likely that WAAS would, in fact, compare favorably in such a trade-
off. Unfortunately, some of the very characteristics that make WAAS economi-
cally desirable could potentially contribute to an increase in the absolute rate of
approach accidents.2 Thus, to assess its ultimate appropriateness as a new ap-
proach system, a new analysis tool will be required. In this program we have de-
veloped major portions of such a tool.

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS OF WIDE AREA

AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

WAAS is an outgrowth of the Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS), cur-
rently under development to provide Category I approaches to all otherwise ap-
propriately configured runways at a single airport. WAAS has the potential to
provide the same capability to almost all such airports throughout the United
States (and the world). Both WAAS and LAAS augment raw GPS information to
provide sufficient three-dimensional position accuracy to approaching aircraft to
permit them to land safely in weather conditions as poor as a 200-foot ceiling and
one-half mile visibility.

After initial certification of Category I approaches for WAAS-equipped aircraft, it
is planned to extend the new capability to Category II and Category III ap-
proaches, eventually permitting safe landings for appropriately equipped aircraft
in zero-zero weather conditions at virtually all commercially significant airports.
It may also be possible, using the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast
(ADS-B) system currently under development, for appropriately-equipped aircraft
to relay their WAAS-determined positions to Air Traffic Control (ATC) control-
lers on the ground, or to other aircraft, in real time, thus providing an attractive
adjunct to, if not a substitute for, conventional surveillance radar systems. If op-
erationally successful, all of these capabilities will move the civil aviation system
                                    

2 In this report, the term absolute accident rate refers to the total number of system-wide acci-
dents per unit time (e.g., total number of accidents per year). Relative accident rate refers to acci-
dents per operation (e.g., accidents per flight-hour, accidents per passenger-mile, or accidents per
approach).
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significantly closer to the day when Free Flight, or the ability to operate safely in
any weather conditions without constraints from ground controllers, can be
achieved.

In addition to offering improved operational reliability to runways with existing
Category I approach systems, WAAS offers a very low incremental cost alterna-
tive to providing new Category I capability to runways not currently served by
ILS systems. Any airport not adversely masked from GPS signal reception by
intervening terrain is a candidate for a WAAS Category I approach. If safety were
not an issue, the benefit of such a system to civil aviation would be self-evident.

Safety, however, is very much an issue. Precisely because of its ability to open up
large numbers of runways to Category I operations, the implementation of WAAS
will significantly increase the exposure to the hazards inherent in these operations.

POTENTIAL HAZARDS OF WAAS
As potentially beneficial to future operations as WAAS may be, if the relative ac-
cident rate attributable to Category I approaches using WAAS were only to be
equal to that currently attributable to similar approaches using ILS, then its net
benefit to civil aviation would be questionable. Even if the relative approach acci-
dent rate remained constant, the dramatic increase in actual Category I approaches
that WAAS would make possible would result in a net increase in the absolute
accident rate in Category I weather conditions. If approach accidents were only a
very small fraction of all accidents, then this might still conform to the new na-
tional aviation safety goal if other accident causes were reduced enough to com-
pensate for the approach accidents. Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the
case. Ten-year world-wide aviation accident statistics clearly show that the pri-
mary cause of all serious large aircraft accidents is Controlled Flight Into Terrain
(CFIT), and that, of all such accidents, a significant portion occur during ap-
proaches in Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) conditions. Close scrutiny of these sta-
tistics, however, does suggest a steady and encouraging improvement in the
situation, at least in the United States (the same trend is not as evident in non-U.S.
accident statistics). One identifiable contributor to this improvement is the now-
widespread use of Ground Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS) in large com-
mercial aircraft (required for U.S.-certified carriers).

Nevertheless, the currently available statistics do not demonstrate that GPWS
alone is enough to meet the national aviation safety goal. Thus it appears at least
highly desirable, if not essential, that, when WAAS becomes operational, it must
be significantly safer than ILS is today.
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Hazards Attributable to WAAS Reliability

In addition to the safety impact due to increased exposure to Category I opera-
tions that WAAS will make possible, the hazard rate attributable to system reli-
ability must be assessed.

WAAS is a complex system that augments GPS by the addition of numerous
ground relay stations, ground-based processing centers, and up-links to dedicated
communications satellites (Figure 2). To use the WAAS signals, aircraft must be
equipped with appropriate GPS receivers, special processors and cockpit display
systems. All of these elements of the system are subject to failure. Depending on
where in the WAAS system a failure occurs, Category I approach capability may
only be lost to a single aircraft operating at a single airport or simultaneously to
all aircraft operating at all airports within a large geographic area.

Figure 2. WAAS Overview

The potential for a widespread outage suggests that if WAAS is to completely re-
place ILS, then its overall reliability must be orders of magnitude higher than that
of any single ILS system. If ILS is retained as a backup to WAAS, it may be pos-
sible to relax the reliability requirements of WAAS. Even under this assumption,
though, there will be many airports and runways where no ILS is available to
backup WAAS and the safety impact of reliability at these airports must be consid-
ered when assessing the net benefit of WAAS to the entire civil aviation system.
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There are also hazards associated with ADS-B. Should ADS-B be used in lieu of
conventional surveillance radar to provide position information to other aircraft or
ATC controllers, then, upon loss of certain WAAS or ADS-B components, the
associated surveillance information would also be lost. Although the ATC system
can function safely without direct surveillance information (provided that reliable
air-to-ground communications remain available), it does so only with greatly re-
duced throughput. If it were relied upon as a primary source of surveillance data,
the sudden loss of ADS-B capability during periods of high traffic density in
Category I weather conditions would almost certainly create a hazardous transient
environment.

The potential hazards just described are entirely dependent on the hardware and
software reliabilities of the systems involved. To perform trade-off studies to op-
timize the use of WAAS, while conforming to the national aviation safety goals,
requires tools to determine the reliability of these systems in various configura-
tions and under various hypothetical scenarios. In this program, we have devel-
oped prototype reliability tools to perform such trade-off studies.

Hazards Attributable to Human Factors In The Use of WAAS

In addition to reliability-associated hazards, hazards attributable to the behavior of
aircrews and ATC controllers are of major concern in safety analysis. Today, hu-
man factors are cited as a major or contributing cause in the majority of all avia-
tion accidents. This is not to suggest that the humans involved are negligent in
their behavior. By any standard, accidents in aviation are rare when compared
with those of competing modes of transportation, and aviation accidents whose
primary cause is human error are even more rare. Nevertheless, even highly
skilled and well-trained humans make occasional mistakes. In order to meet the
demanding goals of the national aviation safety initiative the system must become
even more tolerant of human error than it is now.

Ergonomics is an increasingly significant aspect of modern aircraft design, and
today’s state-of-the-art aircraft are more tolerant of human error than ever before.
When new equipment (e.g., complex, multi-function, integrated autopilots, flight
directors, and flight control systems) is introduced, however, new levels of ergo-
nomic consideration are often required. Digital technology is replacing analog
technology at a phenomenal rate and the majority of humans—experienced pilots
included—often find themselves in an unfamiliar environment that can lead to so-
called mode confusion when operating complex systems. Unfortunately, ergo-
nomic flaws that can lead to mode confusion and similar hazards do not become
evident until after an accident has occurred. This method of diagnosing ergo-
nomic flaws must be eliminated in order to meet the new national safety goals.

When poor ergonomic design can be eliminated as a contributing cause of an ac-
cident attributable to human behavior, we must focus on procedural inadequacies.
Because of the complexity of some aircraft operations, their execution is often
codified in the form of procedures to be followed almost by rote. Usually such
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procedures are more or less fail-safe, but circumstances can occasionally occur
that were not anticipated by the procedure designers. One might call such an oc-
currence a procedural trap, or, more colloquially, a catch–22. If the national safety
goals are to be met, existing and newly proposed operational procedures must be
subject to higher levels of scrutiny than ever before.

Confining our focus to human factors during Category I approaches, several as-
pects of the system-wide problem become highlighted. Both ATC controllers and
pilots are involved in the execution of approaches. The controllers must meter ar-
riving aircraft so that they arrive at the appropriate initial approach fixes at rates
that both maximize throughput while assuring no conflicts as the aircraft continue
to execute their approaches. Once cleared for their approaches, pilots must man-
age their aircraft to assure stability of the approach, make proper decisions upon
reaching decision height, and transition to safe landings or to appropriate missed
approach procedures. These human skills are required for any kind of Category I
approach, whether utilizing WAAS or ILS. Since WAAS will result in a signifi-
cant increase in the number of Category I operations, human behavior in the use
of WAAS will become even more significant than it was when only ILS systems
were available.

Because of its substantial impact on relative accident rates, human behavior must
become an integral part of the new level of analysis required to make the new
national aviation safety goal a reality. Tools must become available which
incorporate accurate models of human behavior in a wide variety of environments
as an intrinsic part of their analytic structure. Our models incorporate the possi-
bility for human error as a function of the operational environment.

Hazards Attributable to Increased Category I Exposure Due
To WAAS

WAAS will make Category I operations possible at many airports and to many
runways where such operations are not currently possible. Even if WAAS proves
to be sufficiently reliable and tolerant of human error, the mere fact that very
many more Category I approaches will be conducted, many of them to airports
and runways where no such approaches have been possible in the past, will result
in some accidents that would never have occurred without WAAS. Only if the
rate of occurrence of these new types of accidents is much lower than the rate of
increase in the corresponding new types of approaches will the introduction of
WAAS be consistent with the new national aviation safety goals.

WAAS will provide the independent source of three dimensional position accu-
racy required for Category I approaches at any airport not adversely masked from
GPS signals by local terrain (and the vast majority of commercially useful airports
are not so masked). There is, in fact, no way to prevent the WAAS signals from
being present at any such airport. These signals will be available to any aircraft
with even marginally adequate WAAS equipment attempting to approach such
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airports at any time, regardless of runway length, local obstructions, supplemental
systems such as approach lights, an outer marker (OM), a middle marker (MM),
or even the presence of an ATC Tower3. In addition, although the aircraft in-
volved must have some necessary minimum level of WAAS equipment installed,
it is likely that the spectrum of equipment sophistication, air crew skills, training
and experience will be much broader for operations at new WAAS Category I
sites than it is today where only ILS systems are present. The net result will be
that, although all else may be equal, there will likely be more Category I ap-
proaches taking place under circumstances much closer to minimally acceptable
safety margins than there are today.

To assess the net impact on absolute safety that these WAAS-induced operational
trends are likely to cause, only an appropriately faithful dynamic simulation of
Category I operations can offer the required quantitative answers. This simulation
must rely on hardware and software reliability analyses such as those discussed
above and on human factors issues. LMI is currently developing such a simula-
tion. When combined into the integrated systems analysis methodology described
above, this combination of tools, research, and simulation promises to provide the
required answers.

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS VERSUS POTENTIAL

HAZARDS OF WAAS
The simplistic solution to the likely trend towards more Category I operations un-
der near–minimum acceptable conditions would be to simply raise the minimum
acceptable standards (e.g., by requiring more expensive equipment, more redun-
dancy, larger flight crews, or higher flight times to qualify for advanced IFR rat-
ings, etc.). This, however, would adversely affect the increased throughput of the
civil aviation system that WAAS itself is intended to facilitate. In the limit, if the
simplistic approach were adopted, the minimum acceptable standards might have
to be raised so high that, in order to meet them (and, thereby, meet the national
safety goals) the system throughput would be held to current levels, or even less
than current levels. A complex paradox suggests itself: must operational function-
ality be decreased in order to increase absolute safety levels? This is not an easy
question to answer. Defeatist hyperbole asserts that to minimize aviation acci-
dents, airplanes should never be allowed to leave the ground. The obvious, but
much more difficult, alternative is to develop the system so that, without unduly
raising its minimum acceptable operational standards (and, perhaps, even lower-
ing them), its intrinsic accident rates are made to become acceptably low. If
WAAS is to truly contribute to the national safety goals, then it must both in-
crease system throughput and increase absolute system safety. To determine if it

                                    
3 Category I approaches are currently authorized at numerous airports without ATC Towers,

or at airports where such towers only operate part-time, but the number of such airports will likely
increase significantly with the introduction of WAAS.
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can do so requires assessing the reliability, human factors, and operational issues
that will result from the introduction of WAAS.

These considerations bring us back to the initial premises of this section of this
report: 1) the new national aviation safety initiative requires an order of magni-
tude improvement in relative accident rates; 2) to meet these goals, a correspond-
ing increase in the level of aviation safety analysis capability is required; and
3) our accomplishments in this project, as discussed in the remainder of this re-
port, contribute directly to that end.

Approach

The preceding section has defined the problem in terms that require an integrated
systems analysis methodology in which three well-defined activities must take
place: 1) development of reliability tools capable of easily assessing a wide vari-
ety of new technologies in a wide variety of new and existing operational envi-
ronments; 2) human factors research to determine the impact of human behavior
on aircraft and ATC operations; and 3) incorporation of these analytic elements
into a dynamic operational simulation.

Our approach to implementing this methodology is to develop an Integrated Sys-
tems Analysis Tool (ISAT) with three major parts, each related to one of the three
major safety issues described above. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 contrasts the real world of ATM with the parallel analytical world of our
methodology as implemented in ISAT. In the real world equipment degrades and
fails. In ISAT we employ reliability models to gain quantitative insight into those
degradations and failures. In the real world pilots and controllers occasionally op-
erate at less than ideal performance levels. In ISAT the human factors research we
have initiated will lead to models providing quantitative insights into degraded
human behavior, similar to those that the reliability models provide for degraded
equipment operation. Finally, in the real world, both equipment and humans inter-
act with complex operating environments (which include both air traffic dynamics
and weather influences) in ways that occasionally result in hazardous situations.
In ISAT the data generated by the reliability and human factors models will drive
the dynamic simulation to assess, in quantitative terms, the overall impact of these
hazardous situations on air traffic throughput and safety.
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Figure 3. Relationship Of Integrated Systems Analysis Methodology
To Aviation Safety Issues

The converging arrows that are encircled and identified as analytical fidelity at the
bottom of Figure 3 imply that the validity of the quantitative insights generated by
ISAT are only as sound as its component models are faithful to their counterparts
in the real world. In the previous project [20], we validated a model similar to the
one being developed in this project with real experimental data. On the basis of
that validation, we believe that our integrated systems analysis methodology for
analyzing innovation in ATM is sound. In this project, we have made significant
advancements towards the goal of implementing that methodology through an
ISAT, which will support the level of aviation safety analysis required in the fu-
ture.

THE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TOOL (ISAT)
Figure 4 is a top-level conceptual block diagram of the ISAT. When complete,
this tool will consist of three major components: reliability tools, human factors
tools, and a dynamic air traffic simulation. In addition there will be two major in-
terfaces: a front-end analyst interface, and an internal simulation interface. An
analyst will formulate the scenarios he or she wishes to examine via the user
interface, configure the reliability and human factors tools to generate the data
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required by the simulation, and run the simulation through various numbers of
cases in order to generate safety and throughput data from which analytical con-
clusions can be drawn.

Figure 4. Integrated Systems Analysis Tool

Uncertainty and Stochastic Analysis

An important issue in performing any analytical investigation using the method-

ology we have been developing is the determination of the best way to character-
ize uncertainty in the analysis. In the air traffic system there is always some
uncertainty in such operational parameters as aircraft position and speed, time
lags between cause and effect events, human reaction times, etc. The weather it-
self varies with varying degrees of unpredictability; ceilings float up and down
over some range, visibility fluctuates and sometimes changes suddenly, icing
conditions change, and so on. These uncertainties are commonplace and, although
most of the time they do not lead to hazardous situations, they have an effect upon
operations and must be part of any analysis involving safety issues. They are most
appropriately modeled as random fluctuations within the dynamic simulation it-
self. There is, in fact, no other mathematically tractable way to consider them.

Many of the uncertainties associated with safety analysis are far more rare than
the type of natural noise just described. Critical electronic equipment, for exam-
ple, is designed to be very reliable. Since the simulation will model a period of an
hour or so at most, whereas the mean time between failures for this type of critical
equipment is typically at least several thousand times larger, randomly generating
the occurrence of such failures would require an inordinately large number of it-
erations to achieve acceptable statistical confidence. Instead, low-probability-of-
occurrence events critical to aviation safety need to be modeled explicitly and the
results weighted by the associated probabilities of their occurrence. For example,
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it is clear that the worst time for a WAAS failure would be when an arriving air-
craft is approaching decision height in solid IFR conditions. Such an event is far
too rare to even consider evaluating in a random process, yet, it is possible, and, if
it did lead to an accident, the resulting consequences could be extremely severe.
Instead of treating such an incident as a random event which may or may not oc-
cur in any given system simulation run, two (or more) comparative cases could be
run using the ISAT, both with random simulation of the common natural uncer-
tainties described above. In one of these cases, the WAAS would never fail, and
in the other it would always fail4. Since the probability of WAAS failure is known
from the reliability models, the results of both cases can be compared analytically.

In Figure 4, the two methods for characterizing stochastic events in the ISAT are
depicted, conceptually, within the box labeled simulation processor. Here, the
common uncertainties are shown as a loop within the simulation itself. For any
given run of the simulation this loop will be iterated as many times as necessary
to achieve the required statistical confidence. The output of a given run of the
simulation will be statistical in nature (e.g., data will be expressed as means and
variances of the output variables of interest). The rare events will be run on a case
by case basis, each case constituting a separate run of the simulation with its
Monte Carlo processes fully exercised each time. Each of these rare cases will
have an associated probability of occurrence derived from the reliability or human
factors tools. The statistical output data from each run of the simulation will then
be appropriately weighted in a post-processor to derive final results.

Reliability Tools

Integrated systems analysis in general, as exemplified by our analysis of WAAS,
requires the ability to assess the reliability of complex systems associated with the
ATM system with ease and accuracy. When new systems are proposed, their fu-
ture reliability must be predicted and compared with the existing systems. For
analyzing WAAS, the reliability of a minimum of the following three systems
must be assessed:

1. WAAS itself (including both the signal-generation system and the aircraft
equipment which must receive and process those signals);

2. the existing ILS system; and

3. existing surveillance radar (whose function may be augmented or replaced
by the use of ADS-B in association with WAAS).

                                    
4 The precise timing of the failure relative to the time at which any given aircraft will reach

decision height will, in effect, be the result of other random processes in the simulation. Since the
precise moment at which any given aircraft will reach decision height will fluctuate from one it-
eration of the model to another, a WAAS failure that is triggered to occur at a specific time will
occur with some variable time relative to decision height time. This characterization is desirable
because it will tend to smooth out apparent dependencies on irrelevant parameters.
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Numerous computer programs have been developed to assess the reliability of
complex physical systems. A number of these have been developed by govern-
ment agencies, including NASA. Rather than new development, we chose to in-
corporate existing NASA reliability tools into the ISAT. Because these tools must
function as part of a larger, all-inclusive integrated systems analysis methodology,
however, we concluded that, in the ISAT, tool initialization must be isolated from
the detailed operation of the tools themselves to the maximum extent possible.
Our goal has been to allow the analyst to be free to concentrate on the big picture
aspects of the problem without having to be distracted by the details of operating
the component tools themselves. To that end, we have developed a preliminary
user interface that facilitates input to the NASA reliability models. In the final
ISAT, this interface will be part of the analyst interface shown in Figure 4.

Reliability models that have been developed are discussed in detail in the section
Reliability Modeling and Analysis.

Simulation Interface

As a result of applying the reliability tools to new and existing hardware and
software items used in the air traffic system, the analyst can calculate the prob-
ability that any given item will be in any one of a number of operational capabil-
ity states. If the object is fully functional, as it was designed to be, then its
performance can be expected to be normal and the simulation will model that item
using a set of normal characterizing parameters. If it is in some degraded state of
functionality, then its performance can be expected to be abnormal in some way
and the simulation will replace its normal parameter set with one of the degraded
parameter sets. The possible states and the associated sets of characterizing pa-
rameters for each item will be inputs to the simulation. When a state transition
occurs, the simulation will simply switch from the parameter set associated with
the state before the transition to that associated with the state after the transition.
Thus the impact of the abnormal performance of any item in the system can be
assessed in the dynamic context of the entire system. Our task is to assure that all
of the information required to perform the assessment is available to the simula-
tion. In the ISAT, this is provided by the internal simulation interface shown in
Figure 4.  The simulation model itself is described in Appendix A.

The dynamic system simulation will model a large number of aircraft (on the or-
der of a few hundred) arriving and departing from a major airport within a
TRACON over a period of an hour or so. It has appropriate characterizations of
pilots and controllers exchanging information over a communications system. It
will accommodate normal and abnormal performance in all pertinent objects, in-
cluding aircraft, navigation and approach aids, ground facilities, and the airport(s)
and runways. Each of these objects may be in one of several well defined capa-
bility states ranging from fully functional to completely inoperative, including
distinguishing between inoperability states where the failure is known to the sys-
tem operators (failed safe) and states where the failure is undetected. Some state
changes can occur within the model, either as a result of deterministic logic or by
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a random (Monte Carlo) process. Other states will remain fixed throughout a
given execution of the model.

The simulation is both object oriented and event sequenced. When events occur,
objects perform various actions. The action performed by any given object upon
the occurrence of any given event is determined by the state of that object. We
have developed state spaces for the three object classes most directly associated
with efficient and safe air traffic operations within a TRACON: the TRACON
itself (a class of one), the aircraft (a class containing as many objects as there are
aircraft to be simulated), and the environment (i.e., weather) (also a class of one).

The possible states for each class of objects can be very large and is most con-
veniently defined by arranging them in a logical hierarchy. Various combinations
of the large number of possible states that result can be aggregated into overall
functional capability states for objects in the simulation. Thus, for example, a
given aircraft may be classed as operating normally if all of its component objects
are operating normally. The aircraft may be operating in a moderately degraded
mode if certain combinations of its components are degraded. In general various
different combinations of component degradation may all result in the same over-
all level of degradation for the aircraft. In principal, then, for any object, the num-
ber of operational functionality states will be much smaller than the number of all
possible combinations of component object degradations. This process of aggre-
gating individual component states into overall operational functionality states is
illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Aggregating Component Reliability States into
Functional Capability States

TRACON STATES

A typical TRACON consists of a variety of constituent objects that interact with
arriving and departing aircraft to achieve the goal of efficient and safe air traffic
operations. As shown in Figure 6, the TRACON objects can be categorized
roughly into seven sub-classes based on the function that they perform: 1) sur-
veillance systems; 2) navigation aids; 3) approach aids; 4) communications sys-
tems; 5) data processing systems; 6) airports5; and 7) controllers. Figure 7 shows,
conceptually, how the operability states of various objects within each of these
categories can be combined to define an overall level of functionality for each of
the functions that these seven categories of objects implement.

                                    
5 Although TRACONs are established to handle arrival and departure traffic for specific ma-

jor airports, most also have jurisdiction over numerous smaller airports within their geographical
boundaries. A few have jurisdiction over more than one major airport.
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Figure 6. TRACON Object Hierarchy
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Figure 7. TRACON Capability State Hierarchy

In the surveillance category, for example, a typical TRACON will employ some
number of radar, most equipped with secondary (transponder) radar, as their pri-
mary surveillance sensors. Other sensors might also be available, either as pri-
mary or back-up data sources (including, possibly, ADS-B with WAAS-derived
data). Each of these devices has various failure modes. Depending on the particu-
lar failure modes, and the availability of back-up systems, the many possible
combinations of individual equipment failure states can be mapped into a much
smaller overall operational functionality state for the surveillance function itself.
This is indicated, on Figure 7, by the column of notional probabilities, Pij, for
each device i, being in capability state j, within the surveillance category. These
probabilities, in turn, map into similar capability states for the entire surveillance
function. In the model, operations that depend on surveillance will behave differ-
ently depending upon the overall surveillance capability state. The capability
states of the other TRACON functions will be structured similarly. The final cate-
gory of TRACON objects includes the key TRACON controllers. The Human
Factors models will define these states and their probabilities.

AIRCRAFT STATES

Whereas the simulation will use only one TRACON object, there will typically be
several hundred aircraft operating within the TRACON. As shown in Figure 8,
each aircraft will be modeled as an object belonging to a class of Aircraft Objects,
consisting of six functional object sub-classes: control, navigation, approach,
communication, situation awareness, and crew. Although its specifics are differ-
ent, the method of combining, or aggregating individual component object states
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into an overall capability state for the corresponding aircraft function is similar to
that described above for component TRACON objects.
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Figure 8. Aircraft Object Hierarchy

ENVIRONMENTAL STATES

By far the most significant factor affecting aviation safety is the weather. In the
simulation, the environment will be an object class of its own, as illustrated in
Figure 9. Environmental object sub-classes are defined so as to interact with the
dynamic air traffic as directly as possible. They include five object categories:
time of day, ceiling, visibility, flight rules, and weather.
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Figure 9. Environment Object Hierarchy
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USING THE ISAT
Use of the ISAT parallels its development. Each part of the ISAT reflects a major
portion of the air traffic system and must be initialized to reflect the real world
situation that the analyst wishes to examine. This process is illustrated in Fig-
ure 10.
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Figure 10. Using the Integrated Systems Analysis Methodology

Suppose an analyst would like to compare the safety consequences of WAAS and
ILS failures occurring just prior to a specific aircraft reaching decision height
during a CAT I approach. The baseline scenario might simulate normal operation
in a TRACON for a 30-minute period, then trigger an ILS glideslope failure dur-
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only and have all common stochastic processes selected for simulation as Monte
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enough Monte Carlo iterations to achieve necessary statistical confidence, and in
all iterations the glideslope for a given runway would fail shortly after 30 simu-
lated minutes into the run. For the second case, the analyst would remove the ILS
system from the runway in question and implement simulation of WAAS. All
other input parameters would remain unchanged. Associated with each case
would be a probability of failure determined by the reliability model, in the first
case, the probability of ILS glideslope failure and, in the second, the probability
of WAAS failure. The model would measure the safety impact on the overall
system in each case and might report such parameters as the average number of
hazardous incidents occurring before and after the failure. Presumably the number
of such incidents before the failure would be the same for both cases; however,
the number after the failure might differ. The relative merit of each system could
be assessed by multiplying the respective changes in hazardous incidents by the
relative probabilities of each type of system failing.
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RELIABILITY MODELING AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss several reliability modeling techniques and present
Markov reliability models of: (1) a surveillance radar system, (2) an ILS approach
system and (3) the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS).

Reliability Modeling Techniques

Three classes of standard reliability modeling techniques are simulation, combi-
natorial models, and Markov modeling.

Using simulation (e.g., Monte Carlo simulation), system reliability is determined
by generating failure and repair events at times distributed according to the com-
ponent failure and repair rates. Simulations are repeated until statistically signifi-
cant reliability measures are accumulated. A major strength is the ability to
analyze complicated repair and reconfiguration scenarios. A disadvantage is that
for highly reliable systems, the failure rate is so low that a very large number of
simulations must be run to accumulate a statistically meaningful number of
events.

Combinatorial models (e.g., Fault-Tree Analysis) are based on a system architec-
ture and redundancy management approach, in which component failure prob-
abilities are combined to determine system reliability. One limitation of this
approach is the difficulty of including events that have order dependencies, (e.g.
repairs and reconfiguration strategies). Also, because all combinations of events
for the entire time period must be included, this approach can result in a compli-
cated fault tree that is difficult to construct and validate.

Markov modeling techniques calculate the probability of the system being in its
various states as a function of time. A state represents the system status with re-
spect to component failures and the behavior of the system’s redundancy man-
agement strategy. Transitions from one state to another occur at given transition
rates that reflect component failure and repair rates and redundancy management
performance. Advantages of Markov modeling include: (1) model construction
does not require explicit generation of all possible combinations of events that can
occur over the entire time period; (2) order dependent events are included natu-
rally; and (3) the model is solved analytically (or numerically), avoiding simula-
tion. A disadvantage is that the state space can grow exponentially with the
number of components. However, in many situations of interest techniques have
been developed to render this problem tractable, including model truncation, state
aggregation, and behavioral decomposition.

From a reliability point of view, the real-world radar and ILS systems are far too
complex to be analyzed in detail within the scope of this task. Instead, in order to
illustrate the methodology involved, we selectively grouped areas of detail into
aggregates that can be characterized in our models as single objects.
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Having aggregated the details into manageable groups, we define exactly what
happens to the overall system when one or more of those aggregated groups fail,
either totally, or partially. These are the formal failure modes of the system.

The next step is to define the failure modes as states. This is the first point in the
process where mathematical rigor must be strictly imposed. Some general com-
ments of Markov processes are in order before proceeding.

The states of the system must be well defined and complete, in the sense that the
system is always in one of the states. Since the system can change states at ran-
dom intervals, there is a probability associated with finding the system in any
given state at some arbitrary time. The sum of these probabilities over all states
must equal 1.0 (another way of saying that the set of states is complete). When the
system changes from one state to another, we say that it transitions from the pre-
vious state to the new state. To satisfy the mathematical requirements of a Markov
process, the probability that the system can transition from any one of its states to
any other state must not depend on past history, but only on the two states in-
volved (the previous state and the new state). Finally, a stationary Markov process
is one in which the transition probabilities do not change with time.

Discrete Markov processes only can make transitions from one state to another at
discretely specified intervals. They are completely defined if all of the transition
probabilities are defined. Differential Markov processes can change states at any
time. For these, instead of defining a transition probability, we define a transition
rate. Its units are transitions per unit time (whereas transition probabilities are just
dimensionless numbers).

Reliability models of complex systems can be fit into the mathematical mold of
differential Markov processes. In such models, each state of the system represents
one of the ways in which some aggregated set of its components can fail. In re-
dundant systems, some failures will not change the overall functionality of the
system, some failures will result in degraded functionality, and some failures will
result in no functionality or overall system failure. One of the states is the no-
failure state. We can think of the system as starting out in its no-failure state. The
rate at which it will transition from no-failure to another state is the aggregate
failure rate of the components that define the new state.

Reliability models also include repairs. Given that the system is in one of its
failed states, it can return to the no failure state at a rate equal to the repair rate (in
units of repairs per unit time) for the aggregated components.

Given the states, the next step in the process is to define precisely exactly what
can happen in the real world to force the system to transition from one state into
another. This step is complete when a Markov transition matrix can be defined, at
least symbolically.
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Data specifying the quantitative failure rates or mean times between failures for
each aggregate of components must be obtained by actual observation, by
experiment, by off-line simulation, or by exercising good engineering judgment.

Since we are interested in levels of operational functionality, there will be, in gen-
eral, several Markov states that, collectively, result in the same level of function-
ality (to the level of detail that is important to our problem). These must be
identified so that we can sum their probabilities of occurrence to determine the
desired probabilities of having a given level of functionality.

The ASSIST [1] and PAWS [2] reliability programs were used to generate and
solve the system architecture descriptions described in this report. Both of these
reliability programs come from a NASA reliability program tool chest.

The ASSIST program (Abstract Semi-Markov Specification Interface Tool) pro-
vides a flexible, user-friendly interface for the textual description of the system’s
architecture. The ASSIST program builds the model by recursively applying the
transition rules that are defined for the architecture. This Markov model descrip-
tion may then be used within the PAWS reliability analysis program.

The PAWS (Pade Approximation With Scaling) program calculates the state
probabilities at a given mission time. A wrapper routine (TARAT [3]) iterates
through the subsystems and combines the results, yielding the overall functional
modes.

Surveillance Radar Reliability Model

Figure 11 is a simplified top-level diagram of a surveillance radar system. This is
a generic diagram representing a system with dual redundant-critical components.
The system includes both a primary radar that can track the skin return from any
target in its coverage area and a secondary radar, or beacon system, which sends
out interrogations that trigger transponder responses in all transponder-equipped
aircraft. The primary radar has dual redundant transmitters and receivers, and the
secondary radar has dual redundant interrogators and receivers.
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Figure 11. Surveillance Radar Reliability Model

The primary and secondary antennas are rigidly connected, and share a common
rotating antenna mount. Secondary (beacon) radar interrogations are synchronized
to the pulses transmitted by the primary radar. The system is assumed to have
both primary and backup power sources.

For this system, it is assumed that a single failure in any transmitter, interrogator,
or receiver leaves the overall system functional. A second failure in one of those
components, however, results in the loss of the associated functionality (i.e., ei-
ther the primary or secondary radar functionality is lost). Either power source can
fail without bringing the system down; however, if both fail, the entire system is
lost. If the common antenna mount fails, the antennas cannot rotate and the entire
system is lost. Finally, if the secondary radar synchronizer fails, secondary radar
functionality is lost.

Appendix B displays the ASSIST file used to define the system architecture for
the primary radar architecture. A total of 31 states were generated for the primary
radar model.

Appendix C displays the ASSIST file used to define the system architecture for
the secondary radar architecture. A total of 67 states were generated for the sec-
ondary radar model.

Appendix D displays the ASSIST file used to define the system architecture for
the common radar architecture components (the common antenna mount along
with the primary and backup power source). A total of 12 states were generated
for the common radar model.

ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link Reliability Model

The ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link is onboard each equipped aircraft. It transmits
the position estimate of the aircraft and receives the position estimate broadcast
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from other ADS-B equipped aircraft. The position broadcast from the aircraft al-
lows other ADS-B equipped aircraft within range of the broadcast to monitor its
position. Similarly, the ADS-B position estimates received from other aircraft
provide greater situational awareness to the crew and aid in avoiding collisions
with other ADS-B equipped aircraft.

Different aircraft could be equipped with different ADS-B equipment of differing
designs and reliabilities. Figure 12 shows the design that is modeled in the current
safety tool. The GPS Receivers and INS (Inertial Navigation Systems) provide the
sensor data that the ADS-B Processor uses to generate the position estimate of the
aircraft. The ADS-B Processor broadcasts this position via the Modulator and
Transmitter and Antenna. The ADS-B Processor receives position estimates from
other ADS-B equipped aircraft via the Antenna and Receiver and Demodulator.
The ADS-B Processor presents the location of these aircraft to the crew on the
ADS-B Display.

Figure 12. ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link

The duplicate blocks in Figure 12 indicate the redundancy of each type of compo-
nent. Specifically, there are 2 redundant INS, 3 redundant GPS Receivers, 2 re-
dundant ADS-B Processors, and 2 redundant ADS-B Displays. (The broken lines
shown for the GPS Receivers indicate the GPS Receivers are not included in the
ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link function because they are included in the WAAS
GPS Receiver function.)  Arrows indicate the connections between the compo-
nents. Connected components are fully cross-strapped. For example, the connec-
tion between the GPS Receivers and the Processors indicated by the arrow means
each of the 3 GPS Receivers is connected to each of the Processors.

The ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link function is defined to have three states: Fully
Operational, Failed Safe, and Failed Uncovered. For the ADS-B/Surveillance
Data Link function to be Fully Operational, 1 INS, 1 ADS-B Processor, 1 ADS-B
Display, the Modulator and Transmitter, the Receiver and Demodulator, and the
Antenna must be functional. The ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link function remains
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Fully Operational as failures occur as long as the Failure Detection, Isolation and
Reconfiguration (FDIR) process successfully detects and removes component
failures. The Failed Safe state results if the FDIR process successfully detects and
removes a component failure, but the minimum number of components of each
type are no longer functional. If this occurs, the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link
provides an alert to the crew. If a failure of a component should occur and the
FDIR process does not detect and remove it, this results in the Failed Uncovered
state.

The Markov model for the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link function provides the
probability of being in each of the function states for the time period the aircraft is
in the TRACON air space. Appendix E presents the ASSIST input file used to
generate the Markov model for the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link function.

Precision Approach System Instrument Landing System Reliability
Model

Figure 13 is a simplified top-level diagram of a precision approach system. It is
modeled after a standard system, but it is sufficiently generic to represent any
system that provides independent guidance in both the vertical and horizontal
planes to aircraft approaching to land. The system consists of two major subsys-
tems, the ground track system (or, in the case of an ILS system, the localizer) and
the glide path system (or glideslope). In addition, it is supported by independent
outer and middle markers (for systems utilizing an inner marker it would also be
included in the support systems) and approach and threshold lighting systems.
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Figure 13. Instrument Landing System Reliability Model
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This reliability model incorporates the ability to alter the repair strategy. If, for
example, the glideslope were to fail, TRACON could elect to shut down the ap-
proach and have it repaired immediately, thereby taking the associated runway out
of service. Alternatively, they could continue to operate with the localizer only,
delaying the repair until a future time. This reliability model enables a user to se-
lect repair strategies for all components except the localizer.

To accommodate the variable repair strategies two states are assigned to each
failure (other than the localizer). These are “wait to start repair” and “start repair
immediately.” If the “wait” strategy is selected, then a mean wait time is intro-
duced and an additional transition is required before the repair can begin. If the
“repair immediately” strategy is selected, the waiting state is skipped and the
system goes directly into repair.

Appendices F and G display the ASSIST files used to define the radar architec-
ture. Appendix F is for the “wait” strategy; Appendix G is for the “repair immedi-
ately” strategy.
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WAAS

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

GPS system limitations include insufficient integrity, availability, and accuracy.
Integrity is the ability of the system to provide timely warnings to users when the
system should not be used for navigation. GPS integrity notification time is
15 minutes or greater, which is not sufficient for civil aviation. Availability is the
percentage of time that services of the system are usable. GPS system availability
of all 24 satellites is 70 percent and availability of at least 21 satellites is 98 per-
cent. Availability of 99.999 percent is desired for systems used as the primary
means of navigation. Accuracy is the degree of conformance of the estimated po-
sition to the true position. The GPS satellite signal includes errors due to the orbit,
clock, and ionosphere. GPS accuracy for civilian use is 100 meters. This accuracy
is acceptable for en route through non-precision approach, but is not acceptable
for precision approaches. Hence, GPS does not satisfy civil aviation requirements
for usage as the primary means of navigation.

The Wide Area Augmentation System, WAAS, augments the position measure-
ments of the Global Position System, GPS, by providing additional ranging sig-
nals, position corrections, and integrity monitoring. When processed by the
WAAS-GPS receiver, the system will attain integrity of 10-7, 7.6 m accuracy, and
increased availability. WAAS is available throughout the continental United
States. Aircraft equipped with WAAS-GPS receivers can use WAAS as the pri-
mary means of navigation, with sufficient integrity, availability, and accuracy for
the 200-foot decision height required on CAT I precision approach landings.

Figure 14 is a simple block diagram illustrating the major components of WAAS
and their interdependence. The GPS and geosynchronous communication satel-
lites broadcast position-ranging signals, which are received by numerous WAAS
reference stations distributed throughout the continent. These reference stations
transmit the GPS signal error data via a ground network to the WAAS master sta-
tions. Each master station processes the GPS signal error data yielding GPS cor-
rections and integrity which is uplinked to the geosynchronous communication
satellites via an antenna. The geosynchronous communication satellite broadcasts
the GPS corrections and integrity in addition to the ranging signal. The aircraft’s
WAAS-GPS receiver receives and processes both ranging signals from the GPS
and geosynchronous communication satellites, as well as the GPS corrections and
integrity signals from the geosynchronous communication satellites. The receiver
processes these signals resulting in an accurate and reliable position measurement
which is displayed for the pilot to read. (Components highlighted in dark gray
were included in the Markov model; other components were considered highly
reliable and therefore negligible.)
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Figure 14. WAAS System Analysis

There are 24 GPS satellites; however, at any instant in time in the TRACON area,
only 4 to 13 are in range. There are 4 geosynchronous communication satellites,
plus one on-orbit spare. No more than two of these geosynchronous communica-
tion satellites are in view at any time. The spare may be called into action if an-
other geosynchronous communication satellite fails. Current plans for WAAS
include 35 or more reference stations distributed throughout the continental
United States and Canada. Current WAAS implementation also calls for at least
two master stations, one on each coast. Two to three ground-earth stations, or
uplink antennas, are available near each master station. Table 1 summarizes this
information.

Table 1. WAAS Physical Components

Component Total Number Number TRACON Failure Modes

GPS Satellites

GEO Communication Satellites

24

5
(4+ spare)

4 to 13

1 to 2
+ spare

2

2

Reference Stations 35+ Many 0

Ground Network 1 1 0

Master Station

Ground Earth Station (Antenna) per
station – GEO satellite link

2+

2 or 3

1 to 2

2 to 3

4 to 5

2

WAAS/GPS Receivers per aircraft 2 to 3 2 to 3 4

Pilots per aircraft 1 to 2 1 to 2 ?

GEO

GPS GPS GPS GPS GPS

Reference
Station

A/C 
Receiver

Antenna

Master
Station

Network

Reference
Station

Reference
Station

Ranging Signals

GPS Corrections & Integrity

GPS Signal Error DataGPS Signal Error Data

Pilot

Position

Ranging Signal

GPS Corrections & Integrity

Legend:

Included in the
Markov model

Considered highly
reliable and
negligible
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The WAAS failure modes were identified from system specifications and engi-
neering judgement. The FAA WAAS specifications define two failure modes
each for the GPS and geosynchronous communication satellites, long-term and
short-term. Long-term failure represents a catastrophic failure, requiring launch of
a replacement satellite. Short-term failure represents a temporary failure, requir-
ing re-initialization of satellite systems and software. Reference stations individu-
ally have several failure modes, but there is a very high level of redundancy.
Hence, assuming there are no common failure modes (e.g., a common software
bug), no failure modes were modeled. Likewise, the ground network is also
highly reliable and therefore no failure modes were modeled.

The master station includes numerous components (Figure 15) for which 5 failure
modes have been identified. The master station has a master clock, master com-
puter with hardware, operating system, and software. Failure modes based on
FAA specifications define the operating system failure mode repair and partially
define software failure modes. Additional master station failure modes are based
on engineering judgement. Two failure modes were modeled for the software, one
each for the position correction and integrity monitoring software. Each antenna
was assumed to have two failure modes, representing hardware and transmission
failures.
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Figure 15. Master Station and Antenna Components

Unlike other WAAS subsystems, the WAAS-GPS receiver is not common to the
entire TRACON, but instead each aircraft has an independent WAAS-GPS re-
ceiver. Because of this distinction, the WAAS-GPS receiver was not modeled
within the context of the common WAAS subsystems, but instead treated as a
separate system. For additional information regarding the WAAS-GPS receiver
reliability analysis refer to the section on WAAS-GPS receiver.

Inmarsat-3 provides the geosynchronous communication satellite coverage. In-
marsat-3 satellites include a navigational payload for augmentation of GPS and
Glonass, which is compatible with the FAA’s WAAS and the European equiva-
lent. Inmarsat-3 includes 4 operational satellites plus 1 on-orbit spare. Figure 16
shows the locations of the Inmarsat-3 satellites, named Atlantic Ocean Region –
West (AOR-W ), Atlantic Ocean Region – East (AOR-E), Indian Ocean Region
(IOR ), and Pacific Ocean Region (POR). The spare orbits at 25 degrees east
(between AOR-E and IOR ). Two satellites provide WAAS coverage (POR and
AOR-W ). A third satellite has coverage over continental United States (AOR-E),
however, its navigation payload is reserved for the European system. Operational
assumptions in the event of a satellite failure were based on engineering judge-
ment. If AOR-W  fails, it was assumed that AOR-E would be redirected to serve
WAAS. If AOR-W  or POR fails, it is assumed that remaining operational satel-
lites would be repositioned to provide complete continental United States cover-
age.

Integrity
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Figure 16. Inmarsat 3 Geosynchronous Communications Satellite Coverage

Ground-Earth Stations are uplink antennas to Inmarsat communication satellites.
The ground earth stations are normally trained on a specific communication satel-
lite. Ground-earth stations along the North American east coast uplink to the
AOR-W  communication satellite, while ground-earth stations along the North
American west coast uplink to the POR communication satellite. East coast an-
tennas are located at Southbury, Laurentides (Weir ), and Staten Island. West
coast antennas are located at Santa Paula and Niles Canyon.

WAAS navigation functional states include Fully Operational, 3 Degraded
Modes, Failed Safe and Failed Unsafe. The Fully Operational state is defined as
augmented GPS signal accuracy with integrity notification. This state occurs
when the system is operating normally. CAT-I approaches would be allowed. The
Degraded Mode 1 state is defined as augmented GPS signal accuracy without in-
tegrity notification. This state occurs when the WAAS integrity monitoring signal
is unavailable, but the system is otherwise operating normally. In this case, CAT-I
approaches could be allowed, but with low confidence in position estimate. The
Degraded Mode 2 state is defined as standard GPS signal accuracy with integrity
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notification. This state occurs when the WAAS position correction signal is un-
available, but the system is otherwise operating normally. In this case, non-
precision approaches are allowed, but not CAT-I approaches. The Degraded
Mode 3 state is defined as standard GPS signal accuracy without integrity notifi-
cation. This state occurs when WAAS position correction and integrity monitor-
ing signals are unavailable, but the system is otherwise operating normally. In this
case, non-precision approaches could be allowed, but with low confidence in po-
sition estimate. The Failed Safe state is defined as no GPS position estimate. This
state occurs when less than 4 satellite ranging signals are available. In this case,
approach requires an alternate navigation system. The Failed Unsafe state is de-
fined as a GPS position estimate that is unknowingly incorrect. This state occurs
when there is an undetected system error. In this case, approaches are allowed but
with a decision height violation. This state leads to potentially hazardous opera-
tions.

WAAS GPS RECEIVER

The WAAS GPS Receiver is onboard each equipped aircraft and provides the
crew with the position estimate of the aircraft. It receives the signals from the
GPS satellites in view and from the geosynchronous communication satellite cov-
ering its location. The signal from the GPS satellites provides the ranging infor-
mation for position determination. The signal from communication satellite
provides an additional signal for ranging, but also provides the position correction
and integrity monitoring information. The WAAS GPS Receiver processes the
signals from the satellites.

Different aircraft could be equipped with WAAS GPS Receivers differing in de-
sign and reliability. The current safety tool provides the design shown in Fig-
ure 17. Future versions of the tool could provide more comprehensive or different
designs than what will be described here.

Figure 17. WAAS GPS Receiver

Figure 17 shows the WAAS GPS Receiver is made up of four types of compo-
nents—Antennas, GPS Receivers, Processors, and Displays. The duplicate blocks
indicate the redundancy of each type of component. That is, there are two redun-
dant Antennas, three redundant GPS Receivers, two redundant Processors, and
two redundant Displays. Arrows indicate the connections between the compo-
nents. Connected components are fully cross-strapped. For example, the connec-
tion between the GPS Receivers and the Processors indicated by the arrow means

Antenna
GPS  

Receiver Processor Display
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each of the 3 GPS Receivers is connected to each of the Processors. All redundant
components are assumed to be on-line if functional.

The WAAS GPS Receiver function is defined to have three states – Fully Opera-
tional, Failed Safe, and Failed Uncovered. The WAAS GPS Receiver is Fully Op-
erational as long as 1 Antenna, 1 GPS Receiver, 1 Processor, and 1 Display are
functional. The WAAS GPS Receiver function remains Fully Operational as fail-
ures occur as long as the Failure Detection, Isolation and Reconfiguration (FDIR)
process successfully detects and removes component failures. The Failed Safe
state results if the FDIR process successfully detects and removes a component
failure, but the minimum number of components of each type are no longer func-
tional. If this occurs, the WAAS GPS Receiver provides an alert to the crew. If a
failure of a component should occur and the FDIR process does not detect or re-
move it, this results in the Failed Uncovered state.

The ASSIST program is used to construct the Markov model, which is used to
predict the probability of being in each of the three function states. Appendix H
presents the ASSIST input file used to generate the Markov model for the WAAS
GPS Receiver. Note that the ASSIST input file is set up so that the number of re-
dundant components, the failure rates and coverage probabilities for each compo-
nent type can be changed.

When the aircraft takes off it is assumed to have no failures. The Markov model
for the WAAS GPS Receiver will predict the probability of being in each of the
functional states for the time period it is in the TRACON air space.

Impact

The Impact models map the failure configurations of the Reliability Model to the
input parameters to the TRACON simulation.

Table 2 presents the Impact model for the WAAS GPS Receiver. When Fully Op-
erational, the WAAS GPS Receiver provides sufficient navigational information
to allow the aircraft to perform a Category I approach. If the WAAS GPS Re-
ceiver is failed and the aircraft crew is aware of its failure (Failed Safe state), an-
other navigation system would be required to perform the approach. When the
WAAS GPS Receiver is in the Failed Uncovered state, it means the WAAS GPS
Receiver is failed, but the crew is unaware of its failure and is relying on incorrect
navigation information.
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Table 2. WAAS GPS Receiver Operational States

State of
function

State definition System impact Simulation impact

Fully
Operational

GPS Receiver fully
operational, includ-
ing integrity check-
ing

If signals from GPS
and Communication
satellites are available,
augmented GPS navi-
gation accuracy with
integrity is available

CAT I approach allowed
with high confidence in
position estimate

Failed Safe WAAS GPS Re-
ceiver is unavailable
and crew is alerted
of loss

No position estimate
from GPS

Approach requires alter-
native navigation system

Failed
Uncovered

Undetected failure
of WAAS GPS Re-
ceiver

Reliance on incorrect
position estimate

CAT I approach allowed
but undetected failure
results in decision height
violation

Table 3 presents the Impact model for the radar systems.

Table 3. Terminal Radar Approach Control Surveillance Operational States

State of
function

State definition System impact Simulation impact

Fully
Operational

Primary radar indi-
cation of all aircraft
in TRACON; sec-
ondary radar data
available for all air-
craft equipped with
functioning trans-
ponders

Position estimate of all
aircraft in TRACON
presented to controller
is sufficient to control
normal approach

Normal position errors
and flight paths for all
aircraft

Primary only Loss of secondary
radar

Position estimate of all
aircraft in TRACON
presented to controller
is limited to accuracy
provided by primary
radar

Vertical position error of
all aircraft with func-
tioning transponders in-
creased from normal to
reflect loss of secondary
radar information

Secondary only Loss of primary
radar

Position estimate avail-
able only for aircraft
with functioning trans-
ponders

Position error of all air-
craft without functioning
transponder increased
from normal to reflect
loss of primary radar

Failed Primary and secon-
dary radar not func-
tioning

Aircraft permitted to
land but under contin-
gency procedures

Position error of all air-
craft increased from
normal to reflect loss of
primary and secondary
radar information
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Table 4 presents the Impact model for the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link func-
tion. When Fully Operational, the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link will allow the
aircraft to perform an approach in which an operating ADS-B/Surveillance Data
Link is required. If the ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link is failed and the crew is
aware of the failure (Failed Safe state), this type of approach would not be al-
lowed. If the aircraft is in the Failed Uncovered state, the ADS-B required ap-
proach is executed, but the other ADS-B equipped aircraft will be relying on
incorrect position information (or none at all) and/or the crew will be relying on
incorrect information from the ADS-B Displays.

Table 4. ADS-B/Surveillance Data Link Operational States

State of
function

State definition System impact Simulation impact

Fully
Operational

Valid broadcast and
reception of broad-
casts from other
aircraft

Transmit and receive
functions are fully
available

ADS-B required ap-
proach allowed; aircraft
able to detect other blun-
dering aircraft equipped
with ADS-B and other
aircraft equipped with
ADS-B can detect a
blunder from this aircraft

Failed Safe Invalid broadcast or
unable to receive
broadcasts from
other aircraft and
alert of capability
loss

No longer able to per-
form ADS-B required
approaches

Aircraft not allowed to
perform ADS-B required
approach

Failed
Uncovered

Invalid broadcast or
unable to receive
broadcasts from
other aircraft and no
alert of capability
loss

ADS-B required ap-
proach allowed but
other aircraft do not
receive valid surveil-
lance data and/or air-
craft is unaware of
other aircraft in its vi-
cinity

ADS-B required ap-
proach allowed but air-
craft functions as if not
equipped with ADS-B
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Table 5 presents the approach systems Impact model.

Table 5. Airport Approach Operational States

State of
function

State definition System impact Simulation impact

Fully
Operational

Full functionality is
available for preci-
sion approach of air-
craft to runway

Approaches permitted
under Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) for
lowest allowable
minimum ceiling and
visibility requirements

Aircraft follow normal
flight paths to runway

Degraded
Loss of markers
or lighting
systems

Failure of a marker or
light; descent path
available with de-
graded support

Increased minimum
ceiling and visibility
requirements to con-
duct IFR approach and
increased stress on
pilot

Assuming low ceiling
under IFR, aircraft pre-
cluded from approaching
runway; desired flight
paths changed to re-
maining available run-
ways

Degraded Loss
of descent path

Loss of descent path
(glideslope)

Increased minimum
ceiling and visibility
requirements to con-
duct IFR approach and
increased stress on
pilot (increases are
greater than those for
other degraded state)

Assuming low ceiling
under IFR, aircraft pre-
cluded from approaching
runway; desired flight
paths changed to re-
maining available run-
ways

Failed Loss of localizer;
ground track not
available for naviga-
tion to runway

Approaches to runway
are no longer permit-
ted under IFR

Assuming IFR, aircraft
precluded from ap-
proaching runway; de-
sired flight paths changed
to remaining available
runways

WAAS RELIABILITY MODELS

The WAAS system was modeled as four subsystems: GPS satellites, geosynchro-
nous communication satellites, master station, and uplink antenna. The GPS and
geosynchronous communication satellite models are based primarily on FAA
specifications, whereas the master station and uplink antenna are based primarily
on engineering judgement. Two WAAS subsystems, reference stations and
ground network, were not modeled, since they are highly redundant and highly
reliable.

SATELLITE FAILURE MODES

Geosynchronous communication and GPS satellite failure modes were defined by
the FAA’s WAAS specifications [7] as failure rates and mean durations. The geo-
synchronous communication satellites and GPS each have two failure modes.
Each satellite system has a more frequent failure with shorter mean repair, and a
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less frequent failure with longer mean repair. The more frequent failures with
shorter repair times represent software or system failures requiring re-
initialization of satellite subsystems. The less frequent failures with longer repair
times represent catastrophic failures requiring replacement of the satellite. GPS
satellite repairs are defined to occur in series, while geosynchronous communica-
tion satellite repairs are defined to occur in parallel. Table 6 specifies each failure
mode’s failure rate and mean duration. The Markov models in this analysis as-
sume only 1 failure per satellite at a time. The FAA specifications do not define
modeling assumptions for the spare geosynchronous communication satellite;
several modeling assumptions will be investigated.

Table 6. GPS and Geosynchronous Communication Satellite
Failure Modes

Failure Mode Failure Rate Mean Duration Repairs in

GPS Mode 1 1.65 / yr 12.2 hr Series

GPS Mode 2 0.16 / yr 1.25 mo Series

GEO Comm Mode 1 0.083 / yr 19.8 hr Parallel

GEO Comm Mode 2 0.014 / yr 3 yr Parallel

GPS MODELING

Modeling of the GPS satellites is complicated by the fact that the number of sat-
ellites within view is time varying and depends on geometry. The number of GPS
satellites in view for any geographic location varies slowly between 4 and 13. The
analysis method allows the number of GPS satellites to be varied and averaged
depending on the geographic location. For example, Figure 18 gives the probabil-
ity of number of GPS satellites in view at 35-degree latitude with 5 degree and
10-degree elevation mask angles. The analysis runs the Markov model for 4 to 13
GPS satellites and averages the results based on these or similar probabilities.
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Figure 18. Probability of Number of GPS Satellites in View
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GEOSYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION SATELLITE MODELING

Inmarsat’s geosynchronous communication satellites provide constant worldwide
satellite coverage. The western United States is covered by two communication
satellites, central United States is covered by one communication satellite, and
eastern United States by one communication satellite. A spare communication
satellite is on-orbit, however its operational procedures are not well defined in the
literature. Therefore three modeling options of spare usage are included: no spare,
local spare, and global spare. The first modeling option assumes there is no spare
available, illustrated in Figure 19. This simplified option follows the FAA specifi-
cations exactly. The second modeling option assumes there is a local spare avail-
able, illustrated in Figure 20. This option is accurate for all Inmarsat satellite
functions, except WAAS. The local spare model assumes the spare can be opera-
tional within 1 month, the spare cannot fail until it becomes operational (i.e., cold
spare), and the spare is activated only when the communication satellite has a
long-term failure. The third modeling option assumes there is one global spare
available, illustrated in Figure 21. This is the most complicated and realistic mod-
eling option for the Inmarsat’s WAAS capability. The global spare model as-
sumes the spare can be operational within 1 month, the spare can fail before it
becomes operational, and the spare is activated for both long and short-term
communication satellite failures. The spare usage strategies are modeled only
with 1 communication satellite, as this is the bounding case. In Figures 19 and 20,
each node specifies the number of operational satellites, failures are given as
rates, and repairs are given as mean durations.
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Figure 19. Geosynchronous Communication Satellite Coverage
Model With No Spare
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Figure 21. Geosynchronous Communication Satellite Coverage Model
With Global Spare

N + S
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The state transition diagram for the geosynchronous communication satellite with
global spare is displayed in Figure 21. The state transition diagram assumes 5 op-
erational satellites are in-orbit, 4 satellites provide global coverage and 1 satellite
acts as a “hot” spare. (“Hot” implies the spare can fail while it is inactive.) Of the
4 global satellites, 1 provides coverage locally. In the figure, operational states are
displayed in white; failed states are shaded in gray. In the key, N represents local
communication satellite coverage, where 1 implies local coverage and 0 implies
no local coverage. Also, S represents the availability of a spare communication
satellite. The range of S is 1 to –3; 1 implies there is a spare available, 0 implies
no spare is available, and a negative value implies there is a shortage of working
satellites. Finally, #F is the total number of concurrent failures. Only two concur-
rent failures are modeled for the entire system. The failure transition rates are
given by fl and fs. The repair transition rates are given by rl  and rs. The less fre-
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spare without an additional transition. If any other satellite in the system fails,
then the spare is not available.

The ASSIST models for generating the Markov reliability models for the commu-
nication satellites are in Appendices I, J, and K.

MASTER STATION MODELING

The WAAS Master Station includes two major components, a master clock and a
master computer. The master computer can be further subdivided into the hard-
ware, software, and operating system. The software includes both position cor-
rection and integrity monitoring algorithms. Two models were created: one
including both the master clock and computer, and another including just the
master computer. Since the state size explodes for the model including both the
clock and computer, the number of simultaneous failures is limited to 2 in the
complete model. Even with this limitation, the model still has very slow execu-
tion. Since the master clock is assumed to be highly reliable, the model excluding
the master clock is recommended. FAA specifications define failure, recovery,
and coverage rates only for software failures, operating system recovery, and in-
tegrity monitoring software coverage. All other failure, recovery, and coverage
rates were based on engineering judgement. The master station modeling assumes
2 master clocks and 3 master computers. Only the software may have undetected
failures, all other components are assumed to have 100 percent coverage prob-
abilities. The position correction coverage probability was assumed to be the same
as the integrity monitoring coverage probability. Software errors are assumed to
recover on the next software cycle. Master clock failures were assumed to be low
probability, 1 in 10000 days; master computer hardware failures were assumed to
be mid probability, 1 in 1000 days; and master computer operating system failures
were assumed to high probability, 1 in 100 days. Recovery rates for the master
clock and computer hardware were assumed to be 12 and 6 hrs, respectively. The
recovery rate for the operating system is specified as 10 min Appendices L and M
give the ASSIST models for the Master Station.

GROUND-EARTH STATION MODELING

The Ground-Earth Station modeling consists of two uplink antennas and the sig-
nal transmission. The FAA specifications define only the transmission failure rate.
A transmission failure was assumed to recover on the next software cycle. The
antenna failure and recover rates were based on engineering judgement Appendix
N gives the ASSIST model for transmission.

WAAS IMPACT MODEL

The Impact model for WAAS is presented in Table 7.  The states of this model
include the ability of GPS receivers to (redundantly and independently) monitor
signal integrity if 5 or more ranging signals are available.
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Table 7. WAAS Navigation Functional States

WAAS Navigation State Definition State Impact
Simulation

Impact

Fully Operational

Augmented w/ Integ-
rity

GEO position cor-
rection and integrity
monitoring signals
available; 4 or more
GEO and GPS
ranging signals
available

Or

GEO position cor-
rection signal avail-
able, but integrity
monitoring signal
unavailable; 5 or
more GEO and
GPS ranging sig-
nals available and
GPS receiver in-
cludes integrity
checking

Augmented GPS ac-
curacy w/ integrity
(7.6 m 95 percent
horizontal and verti-
cal accuracy w/ 5.2
sec integrity notifica-
tion)

CAT I approach
allowed w/ high
confidence in po-
sition estimate

Degraded Mode 1

Augmented w/o In-
tegrity

GEO position cor-
rection signal avail-
able, but integrity
monitoring signal
unavailable, 4 GEO
and GPS ranging
signals available or
GPS receiver does
not include integrity
checking

Augmented GPS ac-
curacy w/o integrity
(7.6 m 95 percent
horizontal and verti-
cal accuracy w/ 15
min integrity notifica-
tion)

CAT I approach
allowed w/ low
confidence in po-
sition estimate

Degraded Mode 2

Standard w/ Integrity

GEO position cor-
rection signal un-
available, but
integrity monitoring
signal available; 4
or more GEO and
GPS ranging sig-
nals available

Or

GEO position cor-
rection and integrity
monitoring signals
unavailable; 5 or
more GEO and
GPS ranging sig-
nals available and
GPS receiver in-
cludes integrity
checking

Standard GPS accu-
racy w/ integrity (100
m 95 percent hori-
zontal accuracy w/
fast integrity notifica-
tion)

Non-precision ap-
proach allowed w/
high confidence in
position estimate
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Table 7. WAAS Navigation Functional States

WAAS Navigation State Definition State Impact
Simulation

Impact

Degraded Mode 3

Standard w/o Integ-
rity

GEO position cor-
rection and integrity
monitoring signals
unavailable; 4 GEO
and GPS ranging
signals available or
GPS receiver does
not include integrity
checking

Standard GPS accu-
racy w/o integrity
(100 m 95 percent
horizontal accuracy
w/ 15 min integrity
notification)

Non-precision ap-
proach allowed w/
low confidence in
position estimate

Failed Safe

Unknown

Less than 4 GEO
and GPS ranging
signals available

No position estimate Approach requires
alternate naviga-
tion system

Failed Unsafe

Incorrect

Undetected system
error

Incorrect position es-
timate

CAT I or non-
precision ap-
proach allowed w/
decision height
violation

Table 8 details the mapping logic based on the state definitions for the WAAS
navigational modes. The mapping logic assumes the aircraft’s GPS receiver in-
cludes operational integrity monitoring software. GEO is the number of geosyn-
chronous communication satellites in range with operational ranging signal and
GPS is the number of GPS satellites in range with operational ranging signal. PC
is the position correction signal availability and IM is the integrity monitoring
signal availability. PC and IM may be TRUE, FALSE, or ERROR. TRUE implies
the master clock, master computer, master algorithm, uplink antenna, signal
transmission, and communication satellite are all operational. FALSE implies
master clock, master computer, master algorithm, uplink antenna, signal transmis-
sion, and communication satellite are not all operational. ERROR implies the
master algorithm returns a solution, but that the solution is incorrect.

Table 8. WAAS Navigation Functional State Mapping

WAAS Navigation State Definition Mapping Logic

Fully Operational

Augmented w/ Integrity

Comsat position correction and
integrity monitoring signals avail-
able; 4 or more Comsat and GPS
ranging signals available

Or

Comsat position correction signal
available, but integrity monitoring
signal unavailable; 5 or more
Comsat and GPS ranging signals
available

( PC = TRUE && IM =
TRUE && GEO +
GPS > 3 )

||

( PC = TRUE && IM =
FALSE && GEO +
GPS >4 )
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Table 9. WAAS Navigation Functional State Mapping (Continued)

WAAS Navigation State Definition Mapping Logic

Degraded Mode 1

Augmented w/o Integ-
rity

Comsat position correction signal
available, but integrity monitoring
signal unavailable, 4 Comsat and
GPS ranging signals available

( PC = TRUE && IM =
FALSE && GEO +
GPS = 4 )

Degraded Mode 2

Standard w/ Integrity

Comsat position correction signal
unavailable, but integrity monitor-
ing signal available; 4 or more
Comsat and GPS ranging signals
available

Or

Comsat position correction and
integrity monitoring signals un-
available; 5 or more Comsat and
GPS ranging signals available

( PC = FALSE && IM
= FALSE && GEO +
GPS > 4 )

||

( PC = FALSE && IM
= TRUE && GEO +
GPS >3 )

Degraded Mode 3

Standard w/o Integrity

Comsat position correction and
integrity monitoring signals un-
available; 4 Comsat and GPS
ranging signals available

(PC = FALSE && IM
= FALSE && GEO +
GPS = 4 )

Failed Safe

Unknown

Less than 4 Comsat and GPS
ranging signals available

GEO + GPS < 4

Failed Unsafe

Incorrect

Undetected system error PC = ERROR

||

IM = ERROR

ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

The top level conceptual framework for the analysis we have performed in this
and previous projects consists of three types of analytic tools that interact with
one another and are driven by a flexible user interface. This framework is illus-
trated in Figure 22. The specific tools used in any given application of this
framework depend upon the analytical objective of the user.
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Figure 22. Top Level View Analysis Framework

In general, in the first major element of the framework, the user specifies the
problem he or she wishes to solve by creating state models of the objects involved
in the problem. In the present instance, for example, the user creates the user cre-
ates Markovian state models of the key elements of a TRACON, aircraft, and
WAAS. The parameters characterizing the states would include those required to
define the various possible levels of operational performance (e.g., from fully op-
erational, through various levels of degradation, to inoperative) as well as state
transition rates (for continuous time models) or probabilities (for discrete time
models).

The second major element of the framework consists of more or less traditional
reliability modeling of the various objects. These models would typically model
specific hardware and software systems. The output of these models is used in
two ways. First, the operational impact of being in a given state defines the be-
havior of the associated object in a dynamic operational scenario. And second, the
probability of being in that given state is used to weigh the results of the scenario.

The third major element of the framework is a simulation with sufficient fidelity
to model the operational scenarios of interest. To date implementation of this
element of the framework has evolved from a simulation of several aircraft land-
ing on closely spaced parallel runways, through a simplified dynamic model of a
TRACON handling a hundred or more inbound, landing aircraft, to a more de-
tailed event-sequenced, object oriented simulation of a TRACON.

It is envisioned that the models in this framework will typically be exercised to
evaluate some proposed new hardware, software, or procedural element of the
civil air traffic system prior to its introduction into use. The user would define the
problem using the state model tools, run the reliability models, define the opera-
tional impact of the various states of interest, run the simulation a number of
times to generate comparative baselines and state-dependent predictions of future
operations, and then weigh the results by the appropriate state probabilities. The
results would consist of safety and economic measures. Safety measures would
typically consist of frequencies of occurrence of various hazardous situations.
Economic measures would consist of costs (investment and operating) and
throughput (number of aircraft handled per unit time).

Simulation

hazard metrics
operational

metrics

State
Model

system description
parameters

User Interface
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being in states

Reliability
Model

conditional 
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EXAMPLE SYSTEM RESULTS

This section illustrates the application of the reliability portion, TARAT (Termi-
nal Area Reliability Analysis Tool), of the Integrated System Analysis Tool de-
scribed previously. As evidenced in Appendix O, the user can interact with
TARAT at two levels. At the top level, a user can specify the system at the level
of high-level system design, e.g., WAAS without ILS, WAAS with ILS. In addi-
tion, the user can specify details about the top-level system components, e.g., the
spare policy of the communication satellite. This is done in the TARAT input file,
(Appendix O). At the lower level, the user can change individual component pa-
rameters, e.g., mean time to failure, mean time to repair. This is done in the
ASSIST input files.

As an illustration, the following is an analysis of WAAS versus ILS as the tech-
nology used for Category I landings, i.e., the system has WAAS or ILS, but not
both. It should be emphasized that the numerical results should be taken as no-
tional, since we were unable to validate them at this time.

Table 9 lists results for WAAS system state reliabilities for a location at 35-degree
latitude with a 5-degree mask angle, geo-synchronous communication satellite with
one global spare, master station with master computer only, and nominal uplink
antenna. The WAAS system was modeled as four independent subsystems: GPS
satellites, geo-synchronous communication satellites, master station, and uplink
antenna. The results have been normalized to account for numerical approximations
of the PAWS routine.

Table 9. WAAS Navigation Functional Reliability Results

WAAS Navigation Reliability

Fully operational

Augmented GPS w/integrity 0.99478

Degraded model

Augmented GPS w/o integrity 6 x 10-9

Degraded model 2

Standard GPS w/integrity 0.00521

Degraded model 3

Standard GPS w/o integrity 8 x 10-6

Failed safe

Unknown 6 x 10-6

Failed unsafe

Incorrect 8 x 10-8
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Table 10 shows a summary of the reliabilities of the individual options. State reli-
abilities within the table are listed as N/A if the states are not defined within those
models, e.g., there is no Degraded Modes 1, 2 or 3 for the Receiver model. The
reliability values are the probabilities shown in Table 9 that are combined with the
metrics generated by the simulation program.

The WAAS subsystem can be defined with a variety of options. There are 3
sparing options available of either no spares available, local sparing available, or
global sparing available using either the computer or clock computer.

The ILS system has the option of defining the repair option being either to repair
in a nominal mode or an option to delay the repairs a specified amount of time.
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Table 10. Summary of system reliability

We compare WAAS and Receiver against the ILS system. Combining the prob-
ability of the WAAS and the Receiver models for a Category I approach generates
the following table. Listed below are the probabilities given one of the different
scenarios that can occur within WAAS.

Table 11 lists the system reliability (i.e., the probability the system is operational
for Category I landings) for several options of the WAAS and Receiver models.

Table 11. Combining WAAS and Receiver for Category I Approaches.

WAAS * RECEIVER WAAS * RECEIVER
computer clock computer

No spare Global Local No spare Global Local
Spare Spare Spare Spare

0.959358 0.9947697 0.997781 0.959359 0.994812 0.997781

As an example of the type of conclusion a user might make, it appears that there
is minimal gain from selecting the system to use the clock computer over the
regular computer.

From Table 10, the reliability of the ILS is 0.9897291. Comparing the results in
Table 11 against this value, the option of WAAS and receiver is less reliable
when there is no communication satellite spare and more reliable when there is a
spare. Note that these conclusions are drawn before the simulation is run and
should be understood in that context.

WAAS WAAS
computer clock computer

Radar Receiver No spare Global Local No spare Global Local ILS(nom) ILS(delay)
Spare Spare Spare Spare

Fully Operational   0.990445 0.999998 0.959360 0.994772 0.997783 0.959361 0.994814 0.997783 0.989729 0.816773
Degraded Mode 1     0.002907 N/A 5.76E-09 5.98E-09 5.99E-09 5.76E-09 5.98E-09 5.99E-09 0.007942 0.174961
Degraded Mode 2     0.003976 N/A 0.040564 0.005214 0.002207 0.040563 0.005172 0.002207 0.000998 0.006935
Degraded Mode 3     N/A N/A 6.61E-05 8.42E-06 3.51E-06 6.61E-05 8.42E-06 3.51E-06 N/A N/A
Failed Safe         0.002673 3.15E-08 1.01E-05 6.21E-06 5.88E-06 1.01E-05 6.21E-06 5.88E-06 0.001332 0.001332
Failed Unsafe       N/A 1.922E-06 7.68E-08 7.97E-08 7.99E-08 7.68E-08 7.9E-08 7.99E-08 N/A N/A
Total Probability   1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Appendix A   
Simulation Model

The simulation model for the Integrated Safety Analysis Tool is under continuing
development. By the end of 1999, ISAT will be available for use by researchers in
the aviation community through the Aviation Systems Analysis Capability
(ASAC) web site, http://www.asac.lmi.org . For more information about becom-
ing an ASAC user, please visit that web site.

In this Appendix, the capabilities of the ISAT simulation model are described, as
they are planned when the model is available through ASAC. Documentation will
be available on ASAC to provide up to date information, as well as input file for-
mats.

The ISAT simulation model is written in MODSIM III, an object-
oriented

simulation language.

The simulation model input data describes: the physical features of the TRACON
and its constituent airports; the performance parameters for the physical infra-
structure, aircraft, pilots and controllers, by performance state; and specification
of the weather conditions, traffic, number of controllers, flight paths within the
TRACON, and failure to be investigated.

Once initialized, the simulation will generate and move arriving aircraft for a time
period sufficient to allow typical congestion to build up. After this initialization
period, the failure to be investigated is injected into the simulation, by changing
the appropriate state variable, and the performance of the system with the modi-
fied performance parameters describing this failure state are collected. With each
failure is associated an amount of simulated time to continue running the simula-
tion and collecting data after the failure.

The performance data collected includes the number of violations of the separa-
tion requirements, together with the associated closest approach and time to clos-
est approach for each violation. The latter figures are an indication of the severity
of the separation violation.

Aircraft movement in the simulation is governed by aircraft performance charac-
teristics, which depend upon the state of the aircraft’s control systems. In the cur-
rent model, failures of aircraft control systems are not modeled; hence these
values remain the same for a given aircraft throughout the simulation. The input
data allows the user to define a number of different aircraft types (for purposes of
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determining separation requirements), and within each type, any number of per-
formance classes, each of which can have different characteristics. The user also
specifies the percentage of each aircraft type in the TRACON’s traffic, and the
percentage of each performance class within the type.

Aircraft are generated by the model to appear at the corner posts of the TRACON,
with a nominal speed, heading, and altitude. The actual position, speed, and
heading at which an aircraft appears are determined by its navigational state. The
navigational state parameters are standard deviations from nominal. The actual
deviation of each aircraft is randomly generated.

The simulated controller for the corner post receives a hand-off request message
for each arriving aircraft. The controller has one or more, (depending upon the
number of active runways in the weather determined configuration), potential
flight paths to which the new arrival can be assigned. The flight paths are ordered
by desirability. The controller associates the arrival with the first flight path from
that corner post for which there is no anticipated conflict. If there is not a flight
path that the controller determines is suitable, then the handoff is refused, and the
aircraft is removed from the simulation.

A controller’s ability to predict conflicts is determined by the controller’s per-
formance state and by the TRACON’s surveillance state; however, in the current
model, the controllers are assumed to operate at peak performance levels at all
times. The TRACON’s surveillance state determines the difference between the
aircraft’s actual position, and its position as perceived by a controller. For those
surveillance states that correspond to functioning secondary radar, the aircraft’s
transponder state will also play a role in the reported position.

Once the aircraft has been assigned a flight path, the controller waits to be con-
tacted by the arriving aircraft. The aircraft is then given directions for speed,
heading and altitude that will bring it to the next point on the flight path. To
model the ability to “trombone” arriving traffic, some flight path points are desig-
nated as having a range of acceptable values that the controller can assign to each
aircraft. The model has been designed to allow the aircraft to know the next point
and the time to reach it, or to know an entire 4-dimensional flight path. In the cur-
rent version, the aircraft has no knowledge of the next desired point; the controller
maintains this information.

The aircraft’s response to the controller’s direction is modeled by changing the
aircraft’s altitude, speed and heading, according to its performance characteristics.
Based on these characteristics, the speed, heading, and position five seconds into
the future are determined, and an event is scheduled to place the aircraft at that
new location.

Communications between the aircraft and the controller may be damaged (stepped
on), if two aircraft desire to send messages within a very short time of each other.
The controller can detect this occurrence, and will be scheduled to ask aircraft to
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repeat the message. The pilot’s human factor state may also result in a failure of
the pilot to react to an instruction; however, in the current model, the pilots
are assumed to operate at peak performance levels at all times.

The controller performs a scan of each aircraft, and monitors its progress towards
the intended point. Instructions are issued when the aircraft is close to reaching a
flight path point, when the aircraft’s progress towards that point is less than satis-
factory, or to resolve a conflict.
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Appendix B   
Primary Radar Model

 (* ASSIST model generates the states for the Primary Radar com-
ponents *)
LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;
STATES = 1;

F_PRIM_RAD_ANT = 1/1000; (* Primary radar Antenna *)
R_PRIM_RAD_ANT = 1/4;  (* MTTR - Primary radar Antenna *)
F_PRIM_RAD_TRN = 1/750; (* Primary radar Transmitter Channel A
*)
R_PRIM_RAD_TRN = 1/2; (* MTTR - Primary radar Transmitter
Channel A *)
F_PRIM_RAD_RCV = 1/750; (* Primary radar reciever Channel A *)
R_PRIM_RAD_RCV = 1/2; (* MTTR - Primary radar reciever Chan-
nel A *)

SPACE = (SYS_MODE: 0..1, PRIM_RAD_ANT: 0..1, PRIM_RAD_TRN: 0..2,
PRIM_RAD_RCV: 0..2);

START = (1, 1, 2, 2);

(* Loss of Primary radar antenna is considered loss of the pri-
mary radar *)
IF PRIM_RAD_ANT > 0 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, PRIM_RAD_ANT =
PRIM_RAD_ANT - 1 BY F_PRIM_RAD_ANT;
IF PRIM_RAD_ANT < 1 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, PRIM_RAD_ANT =
PRIM_RAD_ANT + 1 BY R_PRIM_RAD_ANT;

(* Loss of both of the Primary radar transmitters is considered
loss of the primary radar *)
IF PRIM_RAD_TRN > 0 THEN

IF PRIM_RAD_TRN = 1 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, PRIM_RAD_TRN = PRIM_RAD_TRN - 1 BY

F_PRIM_RAD_TRN;
ELSE
TRANTO PRIM_RAD_TRN = PRIM_RAD_TRN - 1 BY F_PRIM_RAD_TRN;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* Repair strategy for the Primary transmitters checks to see if
repairing from loss of primary *)
IF PRIM_RAD_TRN < 2 THEN

IF PRIM_RAD_TRN = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, PRIM_RAD_TRN = PRIM_RAD_TRN + 1 BY

R_PRIM_RAD_TRN;
ELSE
TRANTO PRIM_RAD_TRN = PRIM_RAD_TRN + 1 BY R_PRIM_RAD_TRN;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
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(* Loss of both of the Primary radar receivers is considered loss
of the primary radar *)
IF PRIM_RAD_RCV > 0 THEN

IF PRIM_RAD_RCV = 1 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, PRIM_RAD_RCV = PRIM_RAD_RCV - 1 BY

F_PRIM_RAD_RCV;
ELSE
TRANTO PRIM_RAD_RCV = PRIM_RAD_RCV - 1 BY F_PRIM_RAD_RCV;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* Repair strategy for the Primary recievers checks to see if re-
pairing from loss of primary *)
IF PRIM_RAD_RCV < 2 THEN

IF PRIM_RAD_RCV = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, PRIM_RAD_RCV = PRIM_RAD_RCV + 1 BY

R_PRIM_RAD_RCV;
ELSE
TRANTO PRIM_RAD_RCV = PRIM_RAD_RCV + 1 BY R_PRIM_RAD_RCV;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
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Appendix C   
Secondary Radar Model

(* ASSIST model generates the states for the Secondary Radar com-
ponents *)
LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;
STATES = 1;

F_SEC_RAD_ANT = 1/2500; (* Secondary radar Antenna *)
R_SEC_RAD_ANT = 1/4; (* MTTR - Secondary radar Antenna *)
F_SEC_RAD_INT = 1/1000; (* Secondary radar interrogater Chan-
nel A/B *)
R_SEC_RAD_INT = 1/2; (* MTTR - Secondary radar interrogater
Channel A/B *)
F_SEC_RAD_RCV = 1/2000; (* Secondary radar receiver Channel
A/B *)
R_SEC_RAD_RCV = 1/2; (* MTTR - Secondary radar receiver Chan-
nel A/B *)
F_SYNCH       = 1/1500; (* Secondary synchronizer *)
R_SYNCH       = 1/2; (* MTTR - Secondary synchronizer *)

SPACE = (SYS_MODE: 0..1, SEC_RAD_ANT: 0..1, SEC_RAD_INT: 0..2,
SEC_RAD_RCV: 0..2, SEC_SYNCH: 0..1);

START = (1, 1, 2, 2, 1);

(* Loss of Secondary radar antenna is considered loss of the sec-
ondary radar *)
IF SEC_RAD_ANT > 0 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, SEC_RAD_ANT = SEC_RAD_ANT
- 1 BY F_SEC_RAD_ANT;
IF SEC_RAD_ANT < 1 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, SEC_RAD_ANT = SEC_RAD_ANT
+ 1 BY R_SEC_RAD_ANT;

(* Loss of Synchronizer is considered loss of the secondary radar
*)
IF SEC_SYNCH > 0 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, SEC_SYNCH = SEC_SYNCH - 1
BY F_SYNCH;
IF SEC_SYNCH < 1 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, SEC_SYNCH = SEC_SYNCH + 1
BY R_SYNCH;

(* Loss of both of the Secondary radar interrogators is consid-
ered loss of the secondary radar *)
IF SEC_RAD_INT > 0 THEN

IF SEC_RAD_INT = 1 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, SEC_RAD_INT = SEC_RAD_INT - 1 BY

F_SEC_RAD_INT;
ELSE
TRANTO SEC_RAD_INT = SEC_RAD_INT - 1 BY F_SEC_RAD_INT;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
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(* Repair strategy for the Secondary interrogators checks to see
if repairing from loss of secondary *)
IF SEC_RAD_INT < 2 THEN

IF SEC_RAD_INT = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, SEC_RAD_INT = SEC_RAD_INT + 1 BY

R_SEC_RAD_INT;
ELSE
TRANTO SEC_RAD_INT = SEC_RAD_INT + 1 BY R_SEC_RAD_INT;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* Loss of both of the Secondary radar receivers is considered
loss of the secondary radar *)
IF SEC_RAD_RCV > 0 THEN

IF SEC_RAD_RCV = 1 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, SEC_RAD_RCV = SEC_RAD_RCV - 1 BY

F_SEC_RAD_RCV;
ELSE
TRANTO SEC_RAD_RCV = SEC_RAD_RCV - 1 BY F_SEC_RAD_RCV;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* Repair strategy for the Secondary receivers checks to see if
repairing from loss of secondary *)
IF SEC_RAD_RCV < 2 THEN

IF SEC_RAD_RCV = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, SEC_RAD_RCV = SEC_RAD_RCV + 1 BY

R_SEC_RAD_RCV;
ELSE
TRANTO SEC_RAD_RCV = SEC_RAD_RCV + 1 BY R_SEC_RAD_RCV;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
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Appendix D   
Common Components Radar Model

(*models the radar components are common between primary/secondary*)

LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;
STATES = 1;
F_ANT_MT  = 1/1500; (* Common Antenna Mount *)
R_ANT_MT  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Common Antenna Mount *)
F_PRIM_PW = 1/3000; (* Primary Power Source *)
R_PRIM_PW = 1/2; (* MTTR - Primary Power Source *)
F_BACK_PW = 1/2000; (* Backup Power Source *)
R_BACK_PW = 1/4; (* MTTR - Backup Power Source *)
SPACE = (SYS_MODE: 0..1, ANT: 0..1, PRIM: 0..1, BACK: 0..1);
START = (1, 1, 1, 1);

IF ANT > 0 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, ANT = ANT - 1 BY F_ANT_MT;
IF ANT < 1 TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, ANT = ANT + 1 BY R_ANT_MT;

(* If loss of both Primary and secondary power, considered loss of
radar *)
IF PRIM > 0 THEN

IF BACK = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, PRIM = PRIM-1 BY F_PRIM_PW;

ELSE
TRANTO PRIM = PRIM - 1 BY F_PRIM_PW;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* repair strategy for primary power *)
IF PRIM < 1 THEN

IF BACK = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, PRIM = PRIM + 1 BY R_PRIM_PW;

ELSE
TRANTO PRIM = PRIM + 1 BY R_PRIM_PW;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* If loss of both Primary and secondary power, considered loss of
radar *)
IF BACK > 0 THEN

IF PRIM = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 0, BACK = BACK-1 BY F_BACK_PW;

ELSE
TRANTO BACK = BACK - 1 BY F_BACK_PW;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;

(* repair strategy for backup power *)
IF BACK < 1 THEN
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IF PRIM = 0 THEN
TRANTO SYS_MODE = 1, BACK = BACK + 1 BY R_BACK_PW;

ELSE
TRANTO BACK = BACK + 1 BY R_BACK_PW;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
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Appendix E   
ADS-B Model

(*  ASSIST Input File to Generate  *)
(*  ADS-B SURE Input File          *)

(*  Number of Redundant Components of Each Type  *)

n_ins =  2;   (* INS *)
n_proc = 2;   (* ADS-B Processors *)
n_dis =  2;   (* ADS-B Displays *)
n_tx =   1;   (* Modulator and Transmitter, n_tx <= 1*)
n_rx =   1;   (* Receiver and Demodulator, n_rx <= 1 *)
n_ant =  1;   (* Antenna, n_ant <= 1 *)

(*  Failure Rates  *)

l_ins =  1.0e-4;   (* INS *)
l_proc = 1.0e-5;   (* ADS-B Processors *)
l_dis =  2.0e-5;   (* ADS-B Displays *)
l_tx =   5.0e-5;   (* Modulator and Transmitter *)
l_rx =   5.0e-5;   (* Receiver and Demodulator *)
l_ant =  1.0e-6;   (* Antenna *)

(*  Coverage Probabilities  *)

c_ins_2 =  0.999;  (* INS, two on-line *)
c_ins_1 =  0.99;   (* INS, one on-line *)
c_proc_2 = 0.99;   (* ADS-B Processors, two on-line *)
c_proc_1 = 0.95;   (* ADS-B Processors, one on-line *)
c_dis_2 =  0.999;  (* ADS-B Displays, two on-line *)
c_dis_1 =  0.99;   (* ADS-B Displays, one on-line *)
c_tx =     0.99;   (* Modulator and Transmitter *)
c_rx =     0.99;   (* Receiver and Demodulator *)
c_ant =    1.00;   (* Antenna *)

(*  Other Parameters  *)

LIST = 3;                  (* Needed for the .mod file *)
n_modes = 2;               (* Number of system failure modes
which
                              will be differentiated in model *)

space = (m_ins: 0..n_ins,     (* Number of on-line INSs *)
         m_proc: 0..n_proc,   (* Number of on-line ASD-B Proces-
sors *)
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         m_dis: 0..n_dis,     (* Number of on-line ASD-B Displays
*)
         m_tx: 0..n_tx,       (* Number of on-line Modulator and
Transmitter  channels *)

 m_rx: 0..n_rx,       (* Number of on-line Receiver and De-
modulator channels *)

 m_ant: 0..n_ant,     (* Number of on-line Antennae *)
         f_mode: 0..n_modes); (* Flag indicating system failure
mode
                                  0 = operational state,
                                  1 = failed safe,
                                  2 = failed uncovered *)

start = (n_ins, n_proc, n_dis, n_tx, n_rx, n_ant, 0);

(*  Including the deathif statements will aggregate each trapping
state into
    one of two states  *)

(* mapping code bombs on deathif states *)
(* comment out deathif states until mapping code upgraded *)
(* deathif f_mode = 1; *)
(* deathif f_mode = 2; *)

(*  Set up event transitions  *)

(*  Failure of INS  *)

if (m_ins >= 3) tranto m_ins = m_ins - 1 by m_ins*l_ins;
if (m_ins = 2) then
    tranto m_ins = m_ins - 1 by m_ins*c_ins_2*l_ins;

tranto m_ins = m_ins - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_ins*(1 -
c_ins_2)*l_ins;
endif;
if (m_ins = 1) then

tranto m_ins = m_ins - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_ins*c_ins_1*l_ins;
tranto m_ins = m_ins - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_ins*(1 -

c_ins_1)*l_ins;
endif;

(*  Failure of ADS-B Processor  *)

if (m_proc >= 3) tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1 by m_proc*l_proc;
if (m_proc = 2) then
     tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1 by m_proc*c_proc_2*l_proc;

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_proc*(1 -
c_proc_2)*l_proc;
endif;
if (m_proc = 1) then

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 1 by
m_proc*c_proc_1*l_proc;

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_proc*(1 -
c_proc_1)*l_proc;
endif;
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(*  Failure of ADS-B Display  *)
if (m_dis >= 3) tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1 by m_dis*l_dis;
if (m_dis = 2) then
     tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1 by m_dis*c_dis_2*l_dis;

tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_dis*(1 -
c_dis_2)*l_dis;
endif;
if (m_dis = 1) then

tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_dis*c_dis_1*l_dis;
tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_dis*(1 -

c_dis_1)*l_dis;
endif;

(* Failure of Modulator and Transmitter channel *)

if (m_tx = 1) then
tranto m_tx = m_tx - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_tx*c_tx*l_tx;
tranto m_tx = m_tx - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_tx*(1 - c_tx)*l_tx;

endif;

(* Failure of Receiver and Demodulator channel *)

if (m_rx = 1) then
tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_rx*c_rx*l_rx;
tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_rx*(1 - c_rx)*l_rx;

endif;

(*  Failure of Antenna  *)

if (m_ant = 1) then
tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_ant*c_ant*l_ant;
tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_ant*(1 -

c_ant)*l_ant;
endif;
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Appendix F   
Approach Aids Model—Delayed Repair

LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;

local_f  = 1/3000; (* Localizer - Ground Track System *)
local_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Localizer *)

gld_sl_f = 1/2000; (* Glideslope - Descent Path System *)
gld_sl_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Glideslope *)
gld_sl_w = 1/12;        (* Mean Wait Time for Glideslope*)

o_mrk_f  = 1/2000; (* Outer Marker *)
o_mrk_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Outer Marker *)
o_mrk_w  = 1/48;        (* Mean Wait Time for Outer Marker *)

m_mrk_f  = 1/2000; (* Middle Marker *)
m_mrk_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Middle Marker *)
m_mrk_w  = 1/48;        (* Mean Wait Time for Middle Marker *)

app_lt_f = 1/1000; (* Approach Lights *)
app_lt_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Approach Lights *)
app_lt_w = 1/72;        (* Mean Wait Time for Approach Lights *)

thr_lt_f = 1/1000; (* Threshold Lights *)
thr_lt_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Threshold Lights *)
thr_lt_w = 1/72;        (* Mean Wait Time for Threshold Lights *)

SPACE = (local: 0..1,
 gld_sl: 0..1, gld_sl_wait: 0..2,
 o_mrk: 0..1,  o_mrk_wait: 0..2,
 m_mrk: 0..1,  m_mrk_wait: 0..2,
 app_lt: 0..1, app_lt_wait: 0..2,
 thr_lt: 0..1, thr_lt_wait: 0..2);

(* o_mrk_wait = 0 - no failure; = 1 - failure *)

START = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0); (* o_mrk = 0 - no
failure *)

(* ----------------------------------------------------------- *)
IF (o_mrk_wait < 2 and m_mrk_wait < 2 and thr_lt_wait < 2

and app_lt_wait < 2 and gld_sl_wait < 2) then

IF local > 0 TRANTO local = local - 1 BY local_f;
IF local < 1 TRANTO local = local + 1 BY local_r;

endif;
(* ----------------------------------------------------------- *)

IF (o_mrk_wait < 2 and m_mrk_wait < 2 and thr_lt_wait < 2 and
app_lt_wait < 2) then
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IF gld_sl_wait = 0 then
if gld_sl > 0 TRANTO gld_sl_wait = 1, gld_sl = gld_sl - 1 BY

gld_sl_f;
endif;

IF gld_sl_wait = 1 then
if gld_sl = 0 TRANTO gld_sl_wait = 2 BY gld_sl_w;
endif;

IF gld_sl_wait = 2  TRANTO gld_sl_wait = 0, gld_sl = gld_sl + 1
BY gld_sl_r;
endif;
(* ---------------------------------------------------------- *)

IF (gld_sl_wait < 2 and m_mrk_wait < 2 and thr_lt_wait < 2 and
app_lt_wait < 2) then

IF o_mrk_wait = 0 then
if o_mrk > 0 TRANTO o_mrk_wait = 1, o_mrk = o_mrk - 1 BY

o_mrk_f;
endif;

(* endif; *)
IF o_mrk_wait = 1 then

if o_mrk = 0 TRANTO o_mrk_wait = 2 BY o_mrk_w;
endif;

IF o_mrk_wait = 2  TRANTO o_mrk_wait = 0, o_mrk = o_mrk + 1 BY
o_mrk_r;

endif;

(* ---------------------------------------------------------- *)

IF (gld_sl_wait < 2 and o_mrk_wait < 2 and thr_lt_wait < 2 and
app_lt_wait < 2) then

IF m_mrk_wait = 0 then
if m_mrk > 0 TRANTO m_mrk_wait = 1, m_mrk = m_mrk - 1 BY

m_mrk_f;
endif;

IF m_mrk_wait = 1 then
if m_mrk = 0 TRANTO m_mrk_wait = 2 BY m_mrk_w;
endif;

IF m_mrk_wait = 2  TRANTO m_mrk_wait = 0, m_mrk = m_mrk + 1 BY
m_mrk_r;
endif;
(* ------------------------------------------------------------
*)
IF (gld_sl_wait < 2 and o_mrk_wait < 2 and thr_lt_wait < 2 and
m_mrk_wait < 2) then

IF app_lt_wait = 0 then
if app_lt > 0 TRANTO app_lt_wait = 1, app_lt = app_lt - 1 BY

app_lt_f;
endif;

IF app_lt_wait = 1 then
if app_lt = 0 TRANTO app_lt_wait = 2 BY app_lt_w;

endif;
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IF app_lt_wait = 2  TRANTO app_lt_wait = 0, app_lt = app_lt + 1
BY app_lt_r;
endif;
(* ----------------------------------------------------------- *)
IF (gld_sl_wait < 2 and o_mrk_wait < 2 and app_lt_wait < 2 and
m_mrk_wait < 2) then

IF thr_lt_wait = 0 then
if thr_lt > 0 TRANTO thr_lt_wait = 1, thr_lt = thr_lt - 1 BY

thr_lt_f;
endif;

IF thr_lt_wait = 1 then
if thr_lt = 0 TRANTO thr_lt_wait = 2 BY app_lt_w;
endif;

IF thr_lt_wait = 2  TRANTO thr_lt_wait = 0, thr_lt = thr_lt + 1
BY thr_lt_r;
endif;
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Appendix G   
Approach Aids Model—Immediate Repair

LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;
local_f  = 1/3000; (* Localizer - Ground Track System *)
local_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Localizer *)
gld_sl_f = 1/2000; (* Glideslope - Descent Path System *)
gld_sl_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Glideslope *)
o_mrk_f  = 1/2000; (* Outer Marker *)
o_mrk_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Outer Marker *)
m_mrk_f  = 1/2000; (* Middle Marker *)
m_mrk_r  = 1/4; (* MTTR - Middle Marker *)
app_lt_f = 1/1000; (* Approach Lights *)
app_lt_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Approach Lights *)
thr_lt_f = 1/1000; (* Threshold Lights *)
thr_lt_r = 1/2; (* MTTR - Threshold Lights *)

SPACE = (local: 0..1, gld_sl: 0..1, o_mrk: 0..1, m_mrk: 0..1,
app_lt: 0..1, thr_lt: 0..1);

START = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1);

IF local > 0 TRANTO local = local - 1 BY local_f;
IF local < 1 TRANTO local = local + 1 BY local_r;

IF gld_sl > 0 TRANTO gld_sl = gld_sl - 1 BY gld_sl_f;
IF gld_sl < 1 TRANTO gld_sl = gld_sl + 1 BY gld_sl_r;

IF o_mrk > 0 TRANTO o_mrk = o_mrk - 1 BY o_mrk_f;
IF o_mrk < 1 TRANTO o_mrk = o_mrk + 1 BY o_mrk_r;

IF m_mrk > 0 TRANTO m_mrk = m_mrk - 1 BY m_mrk_f;
IF m_mrk < 1 TRANTO m_mrk = m_mrk + 1 BY m_mrk_r;

IF app_lt > 0 TRANTO app_lt = app_lt - 1 BY app_lt_f;
IF app_lt < 1 TRANTO app_lt = app_lt + 1 BY app_lt_r;

IF thr_lt > 0 TRANTO thr_lt = thr_lt - 1 BY thr_lt_f;
IF thr_lt < 1 TRANTO thr_lt = thr_lt + 1 BY thr_lt_r;
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Appendix H   
WAAS-GPS Receiver Model

(*  ASSIST Input File to Generate       *)
(*  WAAS GPS Receiver SURE Input File   *)

(*  Number of Redundant Components of Each Type  *)

n_ant = 2;   (* GPS Antennas *)
n_rx = 3;    (* GPS Receivers *)
n_proc = 2;  (* WAAS Processors *)
n_dis = 2;   (* WAAS Displays *)

(*  Failure Rates  *)
l_ant =  1.e-6;   (* GPS Antennas *)
l_rx =   3.e-5;   (* GPS Receivers *)
l_proc = 1.e-5;   (* WAAS Processor *)
l_dis =  2.e-5;   (* WAAS Displays *)

(*  Coverage Probabilities  *)
c_ant_2 =  1.00;   (* GPS Antennas, two on-line *)
c_ant_1 =  1.00;   (* GPS Antennas, one on-line *)
c_rx_2 =   0.99;   (* GPS Receivers, two on-line *)
c_rx_1 =   0.95;   (* GPS Receivers, one on-line *)
c_proc_2 = 0.99;   (* WAAS Processors, two on-line *)
c_proc_1 = 0.95;   (* WAAS Processors, one on-line *)
c_dis_2 =  0.999;  (* WAAS Displays, two on-line *)
c_dis_1 =  0.99;   (* WAAS Displays, one on-line *)

(*  Other Parameters  *)

LIST = 3;                  (* Needed for the .mod file *)
n_modes = 2;               (* Number of system failure modes
which
                              will be differentiated in model *)

space = (m_ant: 0..n_ant,     (* Number of on-line Antennas *)
         m_rx: 0..n_rx,       (* Number of on-line GPS Receivers
*)
         m_proc: 0..n_proc,   (* Number of on-line WAAS Proces-
sors *)
         m_dis: 0..n_dis,     (* Number of on-line WAAS Displays
*)
         f_mode: 0..n_modes); (* Flag indicating system failure
mode
                                  0 = operational state,
                                  1 = failed safe,
                                  2 = failed uncovered *)

start = (n_ant, n_rx, n_proc, n_dis, 0);
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(*  Including the deathif statements will aggregate each trapping
state into
    one of two states  *)

(* deathif f_mode = 1; *)
(* deathif f_mode = 2; *)

(*  Set up event transitions  *)

(*  Failure of Antenna  *)

if (m_ant >= 3) tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1 by m_ant*l_ant;
if (m_ant = 2) then
    tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1 by m_ant*c_ant_2*l_ant;

tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_ant*(1 -
c_ant_2)*l_ant;
endif;
if (m_ant = 1) then

tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_ant*c_ant_1*l_ant;
tranto m_ant = m_ant - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_ant*(1 -

c_ant_1)*l_ant;
endif;

(*  Failure of GPS Receiver  *)

if (m_rx >= 3) tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1 by m_rx*l_rx;
if (m_rx = 2) then
     tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1 by m_rx*c_rx_2*l_rx;

tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_rx*(1 - c_rx_2)*l_rx;
endif;
if (m_rx = 1) then

tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_rx*c_rx_1*l_rx;
tranto m_rx = m_rx - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_rx*(1 - c_rx_1)*l_rx;

endif;

(*  Failure of WAAS Processor  *)

if (m_proc >= 3) tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1 by m_proc*l_proc;
if (m_proc = 2) then
     tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1 by m_proc*c_proc_2*l_proc;

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_proc*(1 -
c_proc_2)*l_proc;
endif;
if (m_proc = 1) then

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 1 by
m_proc*c_proc_1*l_proc;

tranto m_proc = m_proc - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_proc*(1 -
c_proc_1)*l_proc;
endif;

(*  Failure of WAAS Display  *)

if (m_dis >= 3) tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1 by m_dis*l_dis;
if (m_dis = 2) then
     tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1 by m_dis*c_dis_2*l_dis;
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tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_dis*(1 -
c_dis_2)*l_dis;
endif;
if (m_dis = 1) then

tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 1 by m_dis*c_dis_1*l_dis;
tranto m_dis = m_dis - 1, f_mode = 2 by m_dis*(1 -

c_dis_1)*l_dis;
endif;
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Appendix I   
GPS Surveillance Model—No Spare Satellite

(* Needed for the .mod file *)
LIST = 3;
PRUNE = 0;
(* How many of each item there are *)
REDUNDANT = 1;
(* Number of failure states *)
STATES = 2;
(* Failure Rates *)
FAIL1 = 2.273E-4;
FAIL2 = 3.84E-5;
(* Recovery rates *)
RECOVER1 = 1.212;
RECOVER2 = 9.144E-4;
(* 1 means the repairs are done in parallel, 0 means in serries
*)
PARALLEL = 1;

(* Starting Info *)
SPACE = (WORKING: 0..REDUNDANT, ITEM : ARRAY[1..STATES] OF
0..REDUNDANT);
START = (REDUNDANT, STATES OF 0);

(* Set up the failure rates *)
IF (WORKING > 0) THEN

FOR I = 1,STATES
TRANTO WORKING = WORKING - 1, ITEM[I] = ITEM[I] + 1 BY

WORKING * FAIL^I;
ENDFOR;

ENDIF;

FOR I = 1,STATES
IF (ITEM[I] > 0) THEN

IF (PARALLEL = 1) THEN
TRANTO WORKING = WORKING + 1, ITEM[I] = ITEM[I] - 1 BY

ITEM[I]*RECOVER^I;
ELSE

TRANTO WORKING = WORKING + 1, ITEM[I] = ITEM[I] - 1 BY
RECOVER^I;

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDFOR;
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Appendix J   
GPS Surveillance Model—Global Spare Satellite

(* Copy Time statement to outfile for PAWS *)
"TIME = 1 TO* 1000000 BY 10;"
(* Needed for the .mod file *)
LIST = 3;
(* Number of primary geo satellites providing local waas coverage
*)
PRIMARY = 1;
(* Minimum number of primary geo satellites required *)
PRI_MIN = 1;
(* Number of secondary geo satellites global coverage elsewhere
*)
SECONDARY = 3;
(* Minimum number of secondary geo satellites required *)
SEC_MIN = 3;
(* Number of reserve geo satellites used as spare *)
RESERVE =1;
(* Number of failure states *)
STATES = 2;
(* Failure Rates *)
FAIL1 = 2.273E-4;
FAIL2 = 3.84E-5;
(* Failure rates are identical *)
(* Assist requiring space vector element to have individual
rate*)
PF1=FAIL1;
PF2=FAIL2;
SF1=FAIL1;
SF2=FAIL2;
RF1=FAIL1;
RF2=FAIL2;
(* Recovery rates *)
RECOVER1 = 1.212;
RECOVER2 = 9.144E-4;
(* Recovery rates are identical *)
(* Assist requiring space vector element to have individual
rate*)
PR1=RECOVER1;
PR2=RECOVER2;
SR1=RECOVER1;
SR2=RECOVER2;
RR1=RECOVER1;
RR2=RECOVER2;
(* Repositioning rate *)
REPOSITION =  3.333E-2;
M = REPOSITION;
(* 1 means the repairs are done in parallel, 0 means in series *)
PARALLEL = 1;

(* Starting Info *)
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(* State definition:                     *)
(* # of primary geos operational         *)
(* # of primary geos in failure mode 1   *)
(* # of primary geos in failure mode 2   *)
(* # of secondary geos operational       *)
(* # of secondary geos in failure mode 1 *)
(* # of secondary geos in failure mode 2 *)
(* # of reserve geos operational         *)
(* # of reserve geos in failure mode 1   *)
(* # of reserve geos in failure mode 2   *)
N = STATES;
P = PRIMARY;
S = SECONDARY;
R = RESERVE;
SPACE = (PRI: 0..P, PFAIL: ARRAY[1..N] OF 0..P, SEC: 0..S, SFAIL:
ARRAY[1..N] OF 0..S, RES: 0..R, RFAIL: ARRAY[1..N] OF 0..R);
START = (PRIMARY, 0, 0, SECONDARY, 0, 0, RESERVE, 0, 0);

(* Set up the failure rates *)
IF (PRI > 0) THEN

FOR I = 1,STATES
TRANTO PRI = PRI - 1, PFAIL[I] = PFAIL[I] + 1 BY PRI *

PF^I;
ENDFOR;

ENDIF;

IF (SEC > 0) THEN
FOR I = 1,STATES

TRANTO SEC = SEC - 1, SFAIL[I] = SFAIL[I] + 1 BY SEC *
SF^I;

ENDFOR;
ENDIF;

IF (RES > 0) THEN
FOR I = 1,STATES

TRANTO RES = RES - 1, RFAIL[I] = RFAIL[I] + 1 BY RES *
RF^I;

ENDFOR;
ENDIF;

(* Set up the recovery rates *)
FOR I = 1,STATES

IF (PFAIL[I] > 0) THEN
IF (PARALLEL = 1) THEN

TRANTO PRI = PRI + 1, PFAIL[I] = PFAIL[I] - 1 BY
PFAIL[I]*PR^I;

ELSE
TRANTO PRI = PRI + 1, PFAIL[I] = PFAIL[I] - 1 BY PR^I;

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDFOR;

FOR I = 1,STATES
IF (SFAIL[I] > 0) THEN

IF (PARALLEL = 1) THEN
TRANTO SEC = SEC + 1, SFAIL[I] = SFAIL[I] - 1 BY

SFAIL[I]*SR^I;
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ELSE
TRANTO SEC = SEC + 1, SFAIL[I] = SFAIL[I] - 1 BY SR^I;

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDFOR;

FOR I = 1,STATES
IF (RFAIL[I] > 0) THEN

IF (PARALLEL = 1) THEN
TRANTO RES = RES + 1, RFAIL[I] = RFAIL[I] - 1 BY

RFAIL[I]*RR^I;
ELSE

TRANTO RES = RES + 1, RFAIL[I] = RFAIL[I] - 1 BY RR^I;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
ENDFOR;

(* Set up spare transition *)
IF (RES > 0) THEN

FOR I = 1,STATES

IF (PRI < PRI_MIN AND PFAIL[I] > 0) THEN
TRANTO PRI=PRI+1, PFAIL[I]=PFAIL[I]-1, RES=RES-1,

RFAIL[I]=RFAIL[I]+1 BY PFAIL[I] * M / (P-PRI + S-SEC);
ENDIF;

IF (SEC < SEC_MIN AND SFAIL[I] > 0) THEN
TRANTO SEC=SEC+1, SFAIL[I]=SFAIL[I]-1, RES=RES-1,

RFAIL[I]=RFAIL[I]+1 BY SFAIL[I] * M / (P-PRI + S-SEC);
ENDIF;

ENDFOR;
ENDIF;
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